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Editorial. 
THE American Philological As~ociation, comprising the fore-most students of language m the country, and we might 
say in the world, for that matter, at its recent meeting, at Sara-
to.ga, July 10, advised the following eleven spellings as a mild, 
practical initiation of the spelling reform: tho (though), thru . 
(through), gard, catalog, in~nit, definit, ar (are) , wisht, hav, 
giv,. liv. These spellings are endorsed by leading scholars, and 
it is to be hoped that they will commend themselves to. the wide-
spread feeling which seems ready to welcome gradual and moder-
ate reform in English orthography. The changes proposed by 
the Philological Association are strictly in accord with other 
simplifications which have found their way into the language 
within the last two hundred years, without creating any sensa-
tio.n without any conscious ' effo.rt, and even without being 
. realized by the public. Two. hundred years ago. Dur ancesto.rs-
spelled musicke,/rolicke. One hundred years later the final e was 
dropped, and' the final k has been dropped within the dais Df 
the present generatiDn. NDW, why nDt, by agreement and con-
SCliDUS effDrts, go ahead in the direction of these beneficent 
changes, and. intelligently press forward a reform which has al-
ready made so. much advancement under the slow and capricious 
guidance of uncDnsciDus fDrces? 
It is needless fDr the WEEKLY to say that it is warmly in sym-
pathy with everything that is reasonable and mo.derate in this 
mDvement, and that it is anxious for the time to. CDme when gODd 
. business pDlicy · will justify it in adopting the changes reCDm-
mended by .such high authDrity, as well as by good.cDmmDn-
sense. HDwever, it will be glad to follDW "copy" strictly to. the 
. extent of the spelling of these eleven words at the desire of the 
contributor. 
The great immediate object to. aim at is to remove the reyer-
ence for theunreaslmable and monstrous irregularities in. English 
orthography, which eyery school·master, .and school-mistress, 
and respectable person in the land is obliged to feel, or. at least 
to pretend to feel. Prof. Whitney well says: "Break down the 
false sacredness of the present modes of spelling, accustom peo-
ple not to shiver when they see familiar words misspelt,.and some-
thing,good will be the final result." Good contributiorts em-
ploying the spellings referred to above are welcome.- . 
EDUCATIONAL' JOURN:ALIs"tvr. 
THE; last part of Mr. Campbell's letter, published in the cor-respondence column, gives u~ an opportunity to. express our 
satisfactiDn at the many words which ·we receive similar to his 
own, of commendation o.f the breadth and scope which we pro· 
pose to. give to. the WEEKLY, and which has been fDreshadowed 
in a measure in the past. So free and full has been the endorse-
. ment of our course, brief and experim~ntal as that course has 
been so. far, that it is surprising that educatiDnal journals hither-
to. have persisted in hugging so. closely to the shore of the theory 
and practice Df teaching, especially when the remark has been 
heard so IDng on every hand that educational periodicals are 
wearily narro.w 'in their limits and monotonous in their matter. 
There is no class which has more influence than teachers in 
molding puplic opiniDn,-not the transient Dpinion of the hDur, 
but the deep, abiding convictions which are planted in childhood 
and youth, and which develDp into the deep .conscience and 
actual sentiment of a generatio.n. Wielding this iufluence, bear· 
ing this respDnsibjlity, what matter is there of human interest 
. that is not of interest to the teaClher? What subject is there of 
prDminence in politics, morals, society, ·science, literature, in 
which the teacher ought not to be interested, and interested in a 
more deep and general way than other persDns? There is no such 
subject; and it is unquestionably the duty of every per.iodica\ 
which pretends to minister to. the highest needs of the teacher 
to. present to him as fully as possible all subjects which should 
cDmmand the attentiDn and the sympathy of the highest culture, 
patriDtism, and philanthrophy. It is written, "Man shall not live 
by bread alone;" neither can a teacher live-that is, .be a live 
teacher-who feeds lIlerely upon the tactics and 'maneuvers of 
the SchDDl·rDom ; whDse needs· do nDt extepd beyond the limits 
of the page of Practical Hints; who.se appetite d0es not relish 
sDmething besides the directiDns which· tell "how to do. it" We , 
do. nDt undervalue the impDrtance of the practical, or the neces- ' 
sity for that element in an educational journal. We shall see 
that it receives clue attention, and possibly a larger share of at-
tention than any. other -depar-tment . . But we feel that our full 
duty requires 'us ever to bear in mind tha\ the teacher, as the ac-
cidental form, is greatly overshadDwed in importance by the man 
and the woman,-the substance within. Character and intelli-
gence in the teacher are infinitely higher than the mere technics 
of his art; and that educational journal is a PDOr excuse 
that dDesnot minister to the former as well as to the latter. In 
-this experiment of giving ·to educational journalism a wider field 
Df visiDn, the WEEKL¥ is happy to be able to say that it finds 
grati.fying encDuragement, and it venture~ to indulge the hope 
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that other journals will begin to realize that their patrons do not 
breathe the atmosphere of the school-house perpetually, and that 
they can appreciate a teacher's journal whose horizon is not limit-
ed by the school-room. 
COLUMN OF CORRESPONDENCE. 
THE WEEKLY desires to call attention to its column of corres-pondence. There is no doubt but that every number of 
the paper is the means of suggesting ~o some of our readers 
thoughts which would prove interesting and profitable to many 
other readers, but which to the thinker seem hard~y worthy of 
the time and labor requisite to clothe them as a form:1.l contribu-
tion. Such thoughts ought to see the hght. It is for these in-
formal, impromptu efforts, that this department exists. Short 
comments pertaining to matters discussed in the WEEKLY, or to 
the teacher's ca,iling, courteou§ and good-natured criticisms, no 
matter how sharp, upon editorials and contributions, words of 
commendation, notes of information and,experience, anything and 
everything, brief,"pithy, and pertinent, will be gladly received. 
'Send on your letters and let us have a lively budget-box. We 
, shall adhere rigidly to the wholesome rule of ignoring all com-
munications not accompanied by the author's name. We will 
not insist upon publishing the name, although that is the course 
always to be preferred. 
SYSTEM IN WORK. 
Prof. S. H. WHITE, Peoria, Ill. 
AN examination of the results of the last competitive exami-nation prompts me to suggest to the managers of institutes 
, the propriety of giving one or more short lectures on details in 
school work. 'Fhe topics spoken of might embrace, with others, 
the following: 
1. For written exercises provide paper of uniform size. To 
defray the expense invite your pupils to contribute five cents 
each. A dollar al)d a halfwill purchase a half ream of foolscap. 
Obtained in this way there is more likely to be a supply on hand, 
money and time will be saved, a regard for system will be en-
couraged, and the teacher's convenience consulted. 
2. In turning a leaf to write on the second page turn it as you 
,would the page of a book. It is no unusual thing to find that a 
part of the papers of a class were turned bottom upward, a part 
from right to left, and others from left to right. To the teacher 
who is to examine the papers the time and labor of handling 
them is greatly increased by this lack of order, while so varied a 
plan of writing them renders it impossible to bind them for even 
temporary preservation. 
3. Do not, ordinarily, write two exercises on the . same piece , 
of paper. For the purpose of comparing the work of class with 
class, and especially of school with school, it is desirable that the 
arrangement be such as to facilitate easy reference. This is se-
cured best when the work in each study is collected by itself 
exclusively. About twenty per cent of the papers of the un-
graded schools have been rejected because of a faiiure to observe 
this simple suggestion. 
4. After a paper is written do not fold it before handing ·to 
the teacher. If papers are to be sent a distance wrap them be-
tween thin boards or pasteboards. 
S. Accustom pupils to leave a margin of about an inch at the 
left of the first page and at the right of the second page. A 
margin of a quarter inch at the other edge will be sufficient: 
6. Give practical exercises on the beginning and closing of 
letters of correspondence. 
It may seem to so~e that these things are trifling matters, but 
much of the convenience and worth of work depends upon them, 
and much valuable discipline is gained by pupils in observing 
them. 
SOME POINTS OF THE NORMAL QUESTION.-1'. 
Prest. ROBT. ALLYN, So. Ill. Nor. University. 
IT had been several years since my excellent Quaker friend, Erastus, and I had met. We asked and answered concern-
ing mutual friends, and then in his plain sect-language, which 
I do not imitate, he said: 
"So you have changed your location and entered ariothet: line 
of educational work?" 
"Certainly," 1 replied, "like a true cosmopolitan Yankee, I 
had tired of one spot and one sort of work, and 1 took another.. " 
"Tired of college teaching and wanted to teach elementary 
branches in a Normal School! That you mean?" . 
"Not exactly that. The fact is, the section of my state need-
ed, as I most sincerely thought, a school for teachers, and my 
friends and the friends of the school wanted me to take cnarge 
of it. I consented, because after mature deliberation, I really 
thought I could do my state more good in the new place." 
"Not unnatural for you. I cannot object. But why do you 
think normal schools are needed? To me it is a grave question, 
and 1 have by no means settled it." 
Thus appealed to by a New Englander thoughtful above the 
average of educated men of that country, I began to go over the 
arguments which had influenced me in reaching my conclusion.-
I said: 
"There are about six reasoM. I should be glad to recount 
them and hear your opinion on the validity and weight of eacn; 
and I desire you candidly to state how far they ought to go ·te-
ward convincing the public of the propriety of establishing and 
maintaining normal schools." . 
, "1 should be· pleased to heat;," said he with earnestness. 
"But 1 am only a Socratic inquirer and shall not promise to af-
fitm anything." 
1 named my points thus without expanding, knowing that the 
full explication would come out under his catechetical cross-ex-
aminations. 
"I. The state needs trained educational leaders, that it may 
make no mistakes, lose no- time, and do best the 'work for its 
children. 
"2. These teachers need to know the details of their work, 
and" they also need special instruction to supply the lack of elCi-
perience. ' 
"3. They must 'know children in their natures, and the effect 
of the different knowledges on mind. 
"4. They should be familiar with systems and methods of ed-
ucation and grades of schools. ' 
"5. They should be skilled' to apply motives to all characters 
and dispositions. 
"6. They need regular drill in mass that they may acquire the 
enthusiasm of a profession. 
"There are other arguments, as the saving to a community by 
having teachers who lose no time in trying old and disprOVed 
methods; by also having a uniformity induced by men who ean 
walk by the same rule and mind the same things." 
"That enumeration will do. I think your points, in the Plain, 
well put, but some of them will not carry great force. For instance, 
your first, in which you insist on teachers trained to be leaders." 
"Is not the great search everywhere for leaders, from railway 
companies to city schools, from a cotton mill to a department of 
the government? It was one of the points made by Plato how 
to find leaders to educate children, and until these are fO\1nd he 
asks, 'Are we not risking our greatest possessions? for our chil-
dren are our riches.' No progress is possible but where there 
are leaders." 
"It is doubtful," he replied, "if nations in all time have not 
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suffered as much from their leaders, trained foi' them, as they 
have been benefited. What good has come to the race from 
your educated kings? How much has it cost f~r ,.their instruc-
tion ? and whenever a leader was wanted, except m rare cases, 
as Alexander and Challemagne, the nation has had to look for 
him where it found Joseph, or Moses, or Cromwell. ~he world 
ought, if any where, to find ecclesiatical leaders among its ed~­
cated priests. But does it? Have not these as often been 111 
the way of progress as its promoters? We Quakers do not look 
for leaders-" 
"And you do not improve. Since the days of Fox, and Ba~-
clay, and Penn, what imp~ovement have you made? But when 
you had leaders how was It? 
"Very good. I know. I know." 
"And as to eclesiastical leaders or teachers, what of Luther, 
and Cranmer, and Wesley? They were educated ,to be teachers 
of religion, and did they not many ~imes t~ach it, with a . fury 
even but which nevertheless made It prevail? As to the pnnces 
which you use as illustrations, for what and by ,whom 'were they 
educated? Were they not instructed in all the arts of selfish re-
finement? And did they' not, in such a sense, honor their in-
struction as to become the rdlned tools of selfishness and li-
centiousness? But when anyone of them was really taught to 
be a king, as Alexander by Aristotle, did n_ot he honor his teach-
ing?" " 
"Welt, well. if the people need leaders, then yo~r argument 
has a show of force. ' But do they need them? Will not occa-
sion supply leaders as we need, as Washing!on in our early days, 
and Lmcoln later?" 
"Does occasion sUPI'ly physicia~s, or carpenters, or surve!'ors, 
without any practice? If not for such plain work, how can ac-
cident supply teachers for the more important business of edu-
cating the children of a nation ?" 
"I see" said he laughing, "you are falling back on what you 
school-m'en assume as an axiom, that education is the most need-
ed thing for the race, an.d requires not only a pe.cu~iar tact in the 
seul but ,a, peculiar training in the teacher. 1 hiS IS not always 
granted. But go on." 
"1 think no one ought to hesitate as to your second point, that 
teac.;hers should thoroughlJ: comprehend th.e details of their bus-
iness. This is accepted 111 all other calhngs-you see I am as-
suming your own ground and insisting that teaching is a profes-
sion or at least an avocatioil. I have myself too often denounc-
ed the indifference or recklessness of our people in New Eng-
land towns for putting a young man to educate forty or fifty 
children a~d supervise them in their stutiies, plays, speaking, 
manners' thoughts, aspirations, readings, and actions, ~vhen he is 
known t~ lack the common sense and qualification.s which would 
fit him to superintend a dozen farm hands at agncultural work. 
I admit the force of the argument. But the dear people, whose 
children ought to be the dearest possessions to them, and the 
most hopeful of all their interests, are not with you." 
"I am aware of this fact. It was noticed a long time ago by 
old Roger Ascham and it is a wonder that, being such a true 
and self-concluding argument, and in the best of o~r Engl,ish 
literature, it has not b:en ofte?e~ qu?ted and more lllfluentla!; 
Let us recite it, as quamtly as It IS -,vntten, for yo'!r amusement. 
"And it is pitie that commonlte, more care IS had. yea and 
that emonges vj!rie wise men, to finde out rathera cunnynge man 
for their horse. than acunnynge I?an for their children. They 
say nay in worde, but they do so m deede. For to the one the 
will gladlie give a stipend of 200 crounes by yeare, and loth to 
offer to the other 200 shillings. God that sittith in heaven 
laugheth their choice to skorne, and rewardeth their Iiberalitie as 
it should; for he suffereth them to have tame and well ordered 
horse but wilde and unfortunate children." , 
"That was prirted over thr~e hundred years ago, and it is as 
true to-day as when Queen Ehiabeth ruled the realm, and horses 
were trained to be gentle and obedient, and children were lef to 
run wild, as too many do now. It is not only true tninking but 
honest and pleasant speaking;" , 
"It is very good and as direct and as quaint as George Fox or 
George Woolman. I have never read Ascham. If ~here is more 
like this in him I must do it at my first leisure. " 
REVIEWS. 
Woodland Echou, a choice collection of vocal music. By S. 
W. Straub. (Chicago: Jansen, McClurg & Co., pp. 160, price 
50 cts:, $5.00 per doz.)- This is a collection of. music designed 
for all public schools, seminaries, academies, and singing classes. 
It is prepared by an author who has made several popular singing-
books, "Clown of Glory," "Good Cheer," etc., and who is 
widely appreciated by music people in this part of the country. 
The Woodland Echoes is a book for general purposes. Very 
little space is taken up by the "Principles of Music," but the 
discussion seems distinct and sufficient. The "Practical Exer-
cises" are well graded, smooth, and pleasant. The music is well 
selected. No worn out pieces~ Nothing cheap or sentimental and 
nothing very, classical. A judiciou~ variety of solos, duets, and 
four part songs. 
The Year Book o.f Education for I878. Edited by Henry 
KiddIe, Superin tendent of Public Schools, New York City, and 
Alexander J . Schem, Assistant Superintendent. (New York: 
E. Steiger. London: Sampson, Low & Co. pp. 420. Price 
$2.00.)-The Cyclopedia of Education, published last year, 
and of which the book before us is an annual supplement, is a 
work of which American teachers may well be proud. ' There 
is nothing abou~ it that is cheap. But no teacher will regret 
the investment which secures either the Cyclopedia or the Year 
Book for iS7S. The scope of the Year Book, as well as of the 
Cyclopedia, is intended "to embrace the principles :jlld methods 
of pedagogics and school economy ; the ad.inistration of the 
school systems of this and other coun tries; school legislation 
and statistics, and educational literature and biography, includ-
ing notices of distinguished educators, and others prominent-
ly connected with education deceased during the year." Fol-
lowing the drift of educational activity for the past months, 
this volume gives special attention to the coeducation 
of the sexes; compulsory school attendance, denomination-
al schools; social economy, pedagogic .museums, the' me-
tric system, and school savings banks. On all of these ques-
tions the statistics and arguments are fully given. The editors 
do not attempt to conceal their own bias on such mooted ques-
tions among us as coeducation and compulsory education. 
They give the arguments fairly upon both sides, but take good 
care that their own side has the "under hold." But they have 
done their WOl k so well that no objection can be raised except-
ing by those unfortunate persons 'who feel that they cannot afford 
to have their own convictions shaken, c.r their pet subjects fairly 
presented from an opposing stand-point. On matters of fact, 
the book has evidently been prepared with great care, and can 
be taken as authority. A very perfect analytical index makes it 
easy to find items ,yhich otherwise would be entirely lost to the 
hurried hunter, owing to thp. impossibility of classifying some 
topics with precision. 
Not the least vatuable feature of'this' book is the last hundred 
pages, being "a ,descriptive catalogue of American, British, 
German, French, and other foreign publications on education 
and general philology; together with works of reference, teachers' 
hand-books, etc., exclusive of text books." Thiscatalogue, the 
work of tne publisher, Mr. E. Steiger, is the res!!lt of long and ar-
duous labor, as will be more fully realized when it is understood . 
that he had to rely almost entirdy upon his individual exertions, 
because no other compilation of the kind is in existence. If Mr. 
Steiger should receive the reward he deserves for this achievement 
he would receive something handsome. We wish we could improv~ 
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his ~chances of getting it. Tbe catalogue is divided into five 
ge~efal. departments, with numerous sub-divisions, such as home 
education, school discipline, female education, kindergarten and 
pre-primary education, school architecture, etc., etc., thus . ren-
dering it easy for a person to consult a reliable listof;lll these avail-
able books upon anyone of these speCial subjects. ·Books known to 
be out of print are not mentioned. , It is to be regretted that Mr. 
Steiger has not iudicated something as to the date when each of 
the books mentioned was prepared. Suppose a school superin-
tendent or a member- .. of the building committee of a board of 
educ?-tion wishes to obtain the most and the best information 
he can get on the matter of school ventilation. He turns to that 
part of the catalogue and finds a dozen or more books enumera-
ted, and among them these: , W. F. Butler, Ventilation of Build-
ings. L. W. Leeds, Treatise on Ventilation. D. B. Reid, Ven-
tilation in American dwellings; all with ·title-page descriptions. 
Now which book shaoil he send for? On a subject like thisa differ-
ence of a few years between two books; otherwise equal, is a matter 
of a good deal of importance. The same can be said in almost 
every other department of the catalogue. If the date of the 
I~t edition of each 'book were given it would be of no little 
value. 
We cannot speak with much approv~l of the other depart- ' 
ments of the YearBook, viz. : (1 ) A list with:notices, of the 
most important text-books issued during the year; (2) a list of 
the educational institutions of the country, with the claims Of each 
presented in the words of the proprietor or principal, and (3) 
seventy full-pagea<h.ertisements of the book-houses, which, in the 
artless language of the publisher, represents a new departure in cat-
alogue making,-a fact which we must confess we are unable to 
,see. No doubt these departments' have been made to pay the 
publisher of the Year Book; but will Jhey pay the general pur-
chaser and reader? Hardly. If the sum paid by these various 
institutions for getting themselves and their products thus hand-
somely advertised were counted as reducing by so much the cost 
of the work, and thus lessening the retail pri~e, it would be all 
right. But the price to be pa~d for the book, although reasona~ 
ble, hardly allows that supposition. It is too bad to have so good 
and so valuable a book shadowed in its appendix so called, even 
by: the faintest tint of a "job." Nevertheless, this "padding" 
in the work does 'not detract from the great value of the Year 
Book proper, and. of Mr. Steiger's admirable catalogue. 
The Philosophy of Arithmetic, as Developed from the Three 
Fundamental Processes of Synthesis, Analysis, and Comparison. 
Containing also a History of Arithmetic. By Ed'ward Brooks, 
Ph. D., Principal of ~ennsylvania State Normal School, and Au-
thor of a Normal Seri~ of Math~matics. (Philadelphia : Sower, 
Potts & Co. 570 pp. 8vo, cloth, $2.25. To teachers for exam-
ination, $I.75.)-When a prominent teacher, whose experience 
has dem6nstrated his fitness- for the task, undertakes to )Vrit~ a 
book on the science of any .branch of study which is 'common to 
all our schools and whicli i~ practiced by all men in their daily 
transactions in business'l, it is proper that tho~e .for whom the 
book is written should receive it with due respect and attention. 
I If the work is carefully. and accurately prepared, it becomes of 
great value to all students, and a blessing to community.-
. Dr. Brooks has spent a q~aiter of a century in developing the 
work before us, and has had a 'special preparation for writing it, 
in his long and laborious work on the series of arithmetical and 
other mathematical text-books to which his name is attached as 
author. In it we find not only the true philosophy of arithme-
" 
tic, but also much historical matter, which is of equal value to 
the student and the teacher. 
The work is divided into five parts, Part I. treating of The Na-
ture of Arithmeti~, Part,II. of Synthesis and Analysis, Part lEI. 
of Comparison, Part IV. of Fractions, and Part V. of Denomi-
'nate Numbers; the whole being preceded by an Introduction 0f 
four chapters on I. A Logical Outline of Arithmetic; 2. The 
Origin and Development of the Science ; 3. The Early WAters • 
on Arithmeti~; 4. The Oril(in of Arithmetical Processes. 'We 
give one or two interesting extracts: 
"It was for a long time supposed that the present system of Arithmetic was 
due to the Arabians. Among the sacred books of the Hindoos (some of 
which are known to have been in existence two thousand years ago), there is 
preserved a Treatise on Arithmetic and Mensumtion written in the Sanskrit 
language, called Lilawati, which was ascribed by them to the immediate in-
spiration of Heaven. It begins with the expression of numbers by nine, digits 
and the cipher. The characters are similar to those in present use, and the 
method of notation is the same. It contains the common rules of Arithmetic 
and the extraciion of the square root as far as two places." 
The first of the following extracts dates as far back as 1596 : 
Thirtie daies hath September, Aprill, June, and November, 
Februarie, eight and twentie alone; aU the reste thirtie and one. 
Adde thou upright, reserving every tenne, 
And with the digits down all with thy pen. 
Subtract the lesser from the greater, notinlt the rest, 
Or ten to borrow you are ever prest. 
To pay what borrowed was think it no pail1e. 
But honesty redounding to your gain. 
The work is a valuable one for teachers. To him who wish~ 
to become a thorough mathematician it is indispensable. ' ,Besides 
contai11ing much original discussion, it presents the substance ef 
various ancient works not now available to the common'student, 
and is ' thus a store-house of mathematical information. It c.on· 
tains also fresh discussions of principles and methods peculiar-
ly interesting to the modern student. ,\ 
NOTES. 
-Up to this date we have waited in vain for a report of the 
proceedings of the Southern Educational Convention which was 
held at Chattanooga, Tenn., early this month. We regret to 
'learn that our correspondent, Dr. George A. Chase, of Louisville, 
has been prevented from writing 'by illness. We learn from 
other sources, however, that the meeting was one of promis~ and 
encouragement to the friends of education in the South. Dr. 
Chase was elected both temporary and permanent president. 
Brother ,Vance, of. the Eclectic Teacher, was chosen secretanr., 
and, Supt. B. Mallon, of Atlanta, Chairman of the executive 
committee. The National Educational Association was en-
dorsed and all sectional a<;piration disavowed.. The time and 
place for holding the next meeting will be announced by the ex-
ecutive committee. The correspondent upon whom we had de-
pended for a report of the meeting of the Kentucky Teachers' 
Association was also prevented from attending that meeting by ill-
ness. Our friends in the South are cordially invited to'send us 
educational items and reports of meetings, which will be promptly: 
published in ' the WEEKLY. 
-The WEEKLY enjoyed a call from Mr. H. L. Boltwoed, 
formerly of Princeton, as he passed through the city on his way 
to Be.llevue, Iowa, where he was to conduct an institute. lie 
has a promising field before him in Ottawa next year; although 
at present · the citizens are in the midst of a hot, and we were 
going to add, unfortunate, controversy as to the location of the 
high school building which they are about to erect. But SO.! : I ~­
times such issues awaken an interest in the cause of edl,lcation 
which results in much ~ood. It is to be hoped that such will be 
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the ease in Ottawa. We wish Mr. Boltwood abundant success· 
in his new field. 
-Prof. T . C. Mendenhall with his wife and son spent the 21st 
and 22d inst. in Chicago on their . way to Japan. The Professor 
starts for school the first Monday in Sepft!mber, as most other 
teaA:hers do ; but he will not reach his school much before the 
first of October, the passage between San Francisco and Tokio 
. requiring between three and four weeks. He and his family are 
in excellent health and spirits, and confidently anticipate a pleas-
ant and useful absence of two years or more, as their hosts of 
friends wish for them. 
-Mary P. Thacher contributes an .article to Harper's Maga-
zine for September, entitled "The Sc:.hool·mistress." 
-The Hon. W. E. Gladstone is to be a contributor to the 
September-October number of the North Americat: Review. 
His topic will be, "Kin Beyond Sea. " Admiral Porter is to 
furnish an article on "Torpedo Warfare" for the same number. 
PUBLISHERS' NOTES. 
IOWA COLLEGE, 1878.- Opens Sept. II, in all five Departments. Apply to 
GEO. F. MAGOUN, President. 
-We want several copies of No. 58 of the WEEKLY. Will our readers 
please take notice and return that numlter to us, with a postal-card, and we 
will then extend their subscriptions ·one week. 
-The list of school and college text· books published by J. B. Lippincott & 
Co. contains many of the best standard works. Cutte, 's Phy~iology, for in-
stance, steadily holds its-own in the schools, while many rivals rise and pass 
into oblivion . 
. _Messrs. Sheldon & Co. have recently ·published some new text-books 
which are worthy of careful examination. They have been prepared by em-
inent scholars, and are highly recommended. Address Sheldon & Co. , New 
York or Chicago. 
-The series of articles on Grube's Method of . teaching number, which have 
been appearing· in the WEEKLY at inter~als for , s~veral mont~s, ~as been com-
pleted. It is the design of th? pubhshers to. ,ssue .the series IU book form, 
and those desiring to procure It may sen~ In thtlr names at once. Tbis 
method is becoming very popular, and there IS a great demand for the articles. 
_Charles Scribner's Sons announce reduced exchange prices of Sheldon's 
Re~ders, Guyot's Geographies, and Felte~'s A.rithmetics. O. S. Cook, Chica-
go will be glad to answer all letters of mqu.uy. An error appeared in their 
ad~ertisement last week, through the carelessness of the proof rea der. The 
price of the New Third Reader should have been 25 cents, instead of 35 
cents. . d . 
_Our readers will notice the half· pal;e a vertlsement of the popular 
Bryant and Stratton Business C?llege of Chl~ago. 'N e have ma.de a P?rsonal 
visit to this institution alld conless our surprise at the extent of lis equipment, 
the thoroughness of its instruction, and the excellence of its di,cipline. If 
our space shall permit, we . intend .to p~esent our readers wilh an extended 
sketch of the institution and Its workmgs 10 an early number of the WEEKLY. 
_The enterprise of tbe Chicago, . Milwaukee and St. Paul ~ai ! way Com-
. y is shown in their prompt1~ pushmg forward the new Ime In Iowa. ~I­
re:dy it reaches twenty-five miles beyond Algona, to ~mmet sburg, to which 
point trains are now. running. Before winter it is expected lhat connecti?ns 
will be made at Sheldon With the S'oux City and St. Paul hne, thus opemng 
u a direct route to Yankton and the Upper Missouri river. Wiscoosin and I~wa wiII thus be brought into closer relations and the rich fields of Iowa will 
contribute materially to the commercial interests of Madison, Milwaukee, and 
Chicago. 
Practical Hints and Exercises. 
HOW TO REGISTER PUPILS. 
BY TH E ~DlTOR. 
WHEN a school is first caIled to order by a new teacher it is usually sub-, missive and quiet. This first moment is the critical one. The eogine 
is. ready, steam is up,· and the engineer's hand is on the throttle-lever. In nine 
cases out of ten what the future is t~ be can be prophesied from the first half 
hour's management. Let the engineer remember that the engine is made to 
run; and let the teacher remember that a school is made to wo k. Don't 
by to keep it in order while you keep it idle. Keep it at work and it will 
keep itself in order. Most teachers "miss it," by attempting the very first 
thing to get a list of the pupils,-one of the most trying things, in the ordillary 
fashion, for thl! teacher to undertake, as far as the morale of the school is con-
cerned. In a school 01 fifty. while the name of one pupil is being written, 
forty.nine have to be kept in order by mere pressure. Rather- than to pass 
around the usual slip of paper, you had better let your list go, and assign les. 
sons and work the very first thing. But the obtaining of a list can be made 
serviceable in a valuable way, and be made a means of maintaining order at 
that initial moment, rather than a temptation to disorder. Before school be-
gins provide a lot of blank cards-the cheapest kind, about two inches by 
four inches. If these are not available, cut common foolscap paper into slips 
of that size, and enough to supply each pupil with one. After every thing is 
in order and you are ready for this step, announce to the school that you are 
going to supply each pupil with a slip, and direct specifically what you desire 
to have written. Put an illustration on the blackboard. Suppose it i& thi, :- , 
BROWN, GEORGE_ 
Age i4. 
~esidence-Sharon Pike, two miles from school-house. 
Pather's name, ERASTUS BROWN. 
Let it be understood that this form is to be followed exactly. Now don't 
step down from the rostrum, and begin to distribute witl> your own hand, which 
would be a movement tending strongly to weaken the control which at this 
moment you have over the school. You can remain at head-quarters, and 
keep possession of the entire field, and at the same time have a splendid op-
portunityto use a little valuable strategy, if there is any need for it. While-
giving directions before hand, your quick eye has not failed to pick out the 
three, four, or five pupils whose sympathy and coOperation it is of the first impor. 
tance for you to obtain. Ask these particular cases politely, but not with any 
affectation of politeness, to come forward and to take each a package which you 
ha3d to him, and to distribute a slip to each pupil in a certain row or section 
of the room, returning to you the unused slips. Then all are to write at 
once, to lay dow~ penCil when done and to sit upright that you may under-
stand they have finished. Then ask the same pupils or others to collect the 
slips, placing them neatly right side up, and to bring . them to you. Put an 
ebstic band around the package, or "pin" them close to the left hand end, 
and you have a register complete. To-morrow it will be another nice hit of . 
strategy for;you to ask some other idle or mischievous pupil, whom you /";,.1 
.you can " win,'.', to take the package, to separate the boys' names from the girl.' 
names, and to arrange each set of names according to the alphabet. On the . 
next day you will do a wise thing by showing enough confidence in one oC-
the best writers, (whom you can pick out by his own card, if by no other 
means) to ask him to take your register book and to copy into it the names, ' 
etc., as they have been alphabetically arranged. 
If you suspect other pupils are going to enter -within a few days, you can 
use your "slip" register, and have their names put io proper places, before 
. the list is copied ioto your register. T!:te roll can be called and marked on the 
slips without the least difficulty. The same plan can be pursued in registeriDg 
classes, if they are large enough to justify it. 
The advantages of some such plan as this over the ordinary way are evident 
at a glance. Besides giving employment to all at once, puttiog each pupil to 
his mettle to exhibit himself and his hand-writing to best advantage, fumish-
ing opportunities to th~ teacher to use a little management, etc., it keeps the 
teacher- fully upon his own vantage ground_ He gives directions simply and 
sees how they are followed out. No temptation is given to miscooduct. He 
has a chance, under the most favorable circumstances, to show his own self-
possession, and business way, if these qualities are his. By seeing, before the 
papers are distributed, that every pupil bas a pe.ncil or is allowed to let one, 
that certain pupils are appointed before hand to sit by the little onel and 
to w~ite their names for them, by foreseeing every emergency and providing 
for it, the teacher will show his generalship- and he cannot show anything that 
will go further toward securing the good-will and confidence of his pupils. 
Such a plan affords an admirable opportunity for discipline. It may be 
the school knows nothing about system, and that each pupil "';il1, grab hll 
pencil and start to work immediately upon gettmg his slip. If an, the teacher 
is in position to see it, and to insist upon the point that all shall wait until they 
hear the word "Write." So in sitting up when they have finished. A:od 
when the slips are retumed they c.:n be looked' over in the eyes of the pupils; 
and the work praised if deserving. If not satisfactory, the defectl can be 
pointed out then and there, and the pride of the school can be aroused 10 
that all shall be wiIlini to try again and to do it better. We do not know 
how the teacher could have a better ~anee to show good-naturedly jlllt what 
he wants done, and to insi&t good-naturedly upon havin, it done, and tb'UI 
gdting his school well in hand the first hour. 
• 
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GEOGRAPHY. 
I THe foifo~ing 'arratig';ment of subjects in Descriptive Geography i~ tbat 
used by J. W. Barker, Principal of Public Scbool No 4, Buffalo, N. Y. 
I-LoCATIO~. How situated in regard to places known. Wbat latitude 
and longitude, etc. 
2-SIZE. Figure or sbape. Boundaries in detail. Square miles. Com· 
p'ared wltb something ,known. 
3-SURFACE. Level or mountainous and billy. Highlands or lowlands. 
4-INTERNAL WATERS. Lakes, bays, gulfs, seas, oceans, rivers: Systems 
of water currents. 
5-CLIMATE; Latitude, zones, seasons. Productions, vegetable, animal , 
mineral. 
6-INT. DIVISIONS. Countries, states; counties, towns, wards. 
7-FACILITIES FOR HIT. COMMUNICATION . . By rivers, lakes, canals, rail· 
roads, etc. Commerce,exports alld imports. 
8-CtTI~ AND TOWN.S. Name twenty in order of size, beginning wilb tbe 
larg. st. G,ve the locatIOn. . 
9-INHABITANTS, ETC. Po[ulaiion, nationalities. I iI wbat part of tbe 
country or state. 
10-GOV. AND RELIGION. Monarchical or Repnblican. Protestant and 
Catholic. 
II-MISCELLANEOUS FACTS. HistOlY. Wben settled. By wbom. Pro· 
gress of civilization, na(ural curiosities, ttc. 
PROFESSIONAL FACETIJE. 
""::The Bisbop of Manchester was present 'recently at a young ladies' scliool, 
' and a cl:,"s in Lati~ were up ~or examination, pouring fortb a list of Latin 
w?rds,.wltb tbe Enghsb translahon. Tbey came to tbe word "vicissim," and 
th!s being one of the, sc~ools that ~av~ adopted the new pronunciation, tbey 
saId p~omptly, "We k,ss'lm," "we.k,ss"m-by turns." "Oh, do you?" said 
the Bishop. "Then I don't wonder at your adopting the new pronunciation ." 
" -~ wou~d.be teacber i~ Toledo recently replied to an examination question, 
I?J you tblnk the world IS round or flat?" by sayini!" "Well, some people 
th!nk one way, some another; I'll teach round or /f"t, just as the parents 
WIsh." 
.-A littl~ fellow has just beg~n going to the public schools. His mother, to 
~ttmulate hIm to attention to 'hls lessons, said to him the other "day : "Charley, 
If you study hard, y?U may some day become president 01 the United States; 
hke George Washmgton, Who knows?" " Don't talk to me about being 
president!" exclaimed, he ; "ev, rybody's going to be president. Wben we 
, ~o to school the first thing the teacher does she calls the names of all the 
!tttle boys, and tbey all say 'president.' I don't want to be president." 
-I,t was the departing college gradu;lte wbo beaved a psi.-Louisville 
Courur. Juurl/al. Tb.at was when he beta retreat.-Com. Bulletin. And 
sang with feeling Umega-n.-Com'l Adv. it was alpba the, best that he left 
wb~n he dId, .. -but phi! SJme one should have delta blow at tbese jokes, 
w~lch are all Greek to us.- Toledo Blade. This is all gamma n. 
SO.m.e homes and scbools are so void of everytbing attractive and enjoyabl~ 
that \t I~ not to be wondere.d at that children crave and seek escape from 
tbem. On the other hand, tbere are those so full of wbat is attractive and 
pl.easant to remember that no place is found like tbem. Cbildren leave tbem 
WIth regret, and return with alacrity and joy, and they ever connect with them ' 
the most endurmg and pleasant memories. Reader, do you know of sucb a 
home? or are you doing what you can to have such a school ?-Ex. 
BOSTON LETTER, NO. IX. 
r ' THE VACATION QUESTION. 
[ HE vacatioti quest~on, having ~pw ~or ~everal weeks been under most palatable an~ pIcturesque dISCUSSIon In every mountain nook, and for-
est walk, an~ seaSIde ramb1e ~hroughout our pleasant land, is hkely soon to 
be ~~ken up, m ~me quarters, In a more dispassionate way and treated as a 
legltl~ate quest!on for prosy debate, with two good plausible sides to it. 
. It IS no~ qUlt~ clear to some of 'our matter· of-fact citizens that long vaca-
tIOns, espeCIally In summer, are an unmixed good. Indeed, to not a few of 
our sorely pest~red mammas, tbey sometimes seem almost an unmixed evil. 
One of these sImple-hearted and frank martyrs to the fashion of our.limes 
, even ventured to sar to. us tbat . he thougbt ber cbildren safer, more comforta. 
bl~, and even bappler In the scbool-room than anywbere else' and wben she ~ald that, we wer~ 'in the very middle of the heated term. At the risk of be. 
.m~ tbought foo!lsh we are about to say tbat we have some sympatby with 
thIS strang~ sentlm~nt: When .we hear the plea commonly urged so early in 
the ~u!"mer that It IS becommg too hot to go to school, or in other seasons 
tha~ ~t IS too cold, or too w~~, or too unhealthy, we begin to suspect an Ihdis 
poSitIOn, on tbe part of the mgenuous pleader, to tbe pursuit of any reasonable 
course of. culture. We know 'a person who waited an entire year for a ood 
opportu!'lty to re~ew her scbool work i but in the autumn it was too p~eas­
an!. (I), In t~e winter there was too mach snow, it was too sloshy in the 
Il:!"ng, and In tbe. summer dangerously warm, and so tbe last year which 
t II young lady mtended to devote to ber education was wholly loat to her. 
Upon a foundatIOn not mu~h better than this, rests, we suspect, the great ar. 
gument f~r a long suspensIon of .study in tbe summer, and probably not col. 
lege preSIdent .nor state superi~t~ndent can defend the common custom b 
sounder syllog.sms tban the g.rhsb philosophy we have instanced. y 
Our att~ntlon has been called anew to tbis subject by i proposition, made 
• 
to the school committee of a neigbboring town, to extend this respite from 
school-work over ten or twe've weeks, Now we claim that four·fiftbs of all 
school-going cbildren are more exposed to the sun, and to perils of every 
kind incident to the summer, in consequence of the intermission of their 
scbools. We think it presumable from the plainest teachings of - pbysiology 
tbat where homes, as well.JIs scbools, are so extensively broken up as they 
are at the beginning of every summer, and regular habits of living exchanged 
for irregular ones, the general health, to say the least, is not greatly promo~ 
It is true that only a small part of our population can indulge in long excur-
sions from borne. But whetber at home or abroad it is certain that the inter-
ruption of school produces more or less interference with the system that 
must prevail in most families at otber times, and the longer tbis interruption 
the greater the irregularity and its cOllsequent dangers to health. How much 
of the sickness that everywhere comes witb the late summer and early fall is 
attributable to this wide-spread derangement of habits we will not venture to 
guess. Most children, we grant, stay at home, or in the vicillity of borne; but 
surely not in the house, nor under piazza or shady trees, Parents, having 
their work to do, cannot'Closely watch tbem, and so, mucb of the time, they 
are abandoned to tbeir own juvenile discretion, to roam tbe township, chmb 
hills, rocks, and trees, play the ampbibian in every pool of water, and do 
everything ad libitum, regardless of blazing sun, or lowering tempest. Too 
bot to go 10 school, forsooth! where modern improvements bave almost ex-
alted scbool.going to a place among the fine arts, but not too hot to do every-' 
thing else that cbildish ingenuity can invent! Some favored ones no doubt 
profit physically by a long vacation. They go to some cool retreat, and in 
the close companionship of tbeir parents are kept from all exposure, and sup-
plied with every opportunity for beal'h!ul pastime that ample means can 
furnish. The number of these is small, but tbeir influence is great. They 
belong to city scbools, and to families of social importance, and because the 
leisure of tbe entire summer is deemed indispensable for them, it is fallacious-
ly claim d that all otber children sbould bave it likewise. 
But the physical argument against long vacations is not so weighty as ODe 
that is more strictly educational. To most, vacation means mental vacancy. 
It is a furlough from ,a11 discirline. Books and otber means of instruction 
are to be utterly neglected and the mind is to lie fall"w to gain some imagined 
rest. The supposition is that the mind is wearied out with the toils of the 
scbool year, and needs a long term of suspended animation. ' 
It is noteworthy that those for whose benefit this is most strongly urged be-
long to the rOl/stitutio"a!ly·tired class, Yacation is tbeir native element, and 
Ihey generally mqnage to make life itself little more than a continuous vaca-
tion. Yet these folks, strange to say, belong generally among the possesSors 
of influ~ nce, and their clamor for long periods of undisturbed repose is unac-
countably respected. The truth is, good scholars, under tbe guidance of wise 
teachers, do not get wearied and worn with their studies. The mor~ they 
study, in, accordance with Nature's laws, the better they can ,and will study. 
They neltber need nor lake vacations. 
"Whether school ~eeps or not tbeir in.truction goes on, the suspension of 0," 
dmary ~ork affordmg them extraordinary opportunities for activity in otber 
equally Import""!'t researches. If most students were nearly like these, or if 
these, were a fair proportion of the whole, it would be folly to deprecate long 
vacatIOns. But we speak in behalf of the majority, of tbe average pupil, who 
needs all tbe helps the best scbool system can furnish, and needs them almost 
constantly until some mental habits are established. He cannot be thrown 
upon bis poor resources for three months, nr even two months, without suffering 
immense loss. Neither for pupil nor teacher need the work of education be 
made laborious. We have ,long advocated a daily school session of not more 
than five hours. For yqunger children we would make it less than this. Am-
ple time for playas well as for work, for, hke light and heat to tbe g10wth 
of. plants a~d flowers, the.se are equally essential to the right unfolding of our 
mmds, "e would proVIde everywhere commodious play,grounds, and have 
all ~he sports of children facilitated, and, 'if necessary, systematized and su-
pen!'tended at the public expense. We are very radical in our notions ot 
cutting down the long confinement to a rigid posture, and the prosy lessons 
of the school-day, but conservative and old-fasbioned in our desire to have 
s~bo?l-sucb a scbool-kept nearly the whole year. We think eight weeks, 
dlstrtbuted through tbe year, and the more evenly distributed the bett~r, all 
that the best interests of our educational work ,will allow. Sixty vacation 
days would seem enough for travel, visiting, and all other desirable .enjoy-
ments for whicb a total suspension of school is demanded. The tborough dis-
cipline, the strict, regular, even, constant work which right mental develop-
ment exacts is utterly incompatible with the interruptions now so much tn 
vogue, ' 
Said a highly accomphshed lady, whose children we were employed to in-
, struct during the whole of a, long vacation: "I do not see how students of any 
grade can endure such interruptions in their mental training witbout incalcu-
la~le 10$s; how they can carry what they have learned with tbe nice but un· 
limihed results of scholarly discipline, babits of close attention, arid accurate , 
thought, across such fearful chasms." 
, But there are moral considerat ions connected with this question wbich 
~eem ,to us of very great consequence. Yagrancy is one of 'the most "alarm-
109 evtls of our times. It seems to be growing upon us, and even our legis-
lators who are proverbi~lly slow to bestir themselves in view of any public 
danger, are having Ihis subject forced upon their attention. At such a time 
is it n?t. folly alld crime for tbose ,who sbould be the most enligbtened leaders 
of opmlOn, the managers of our educational affairs, not to do everyth ' ng to 
restrain tbis social pest? Wliat if they encourage it? Probably not many 
years ago the majority of those wbo are now called tramps were pupil. in oar 
own American schools. They were more generally in city than in' 
country schools_ Many of them, no doubt, are what they are in spite 
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of superior advantages. Many of them not all .the.r~fining and el.evating in· 
. fluences in the world could have saved from their VICIOUS tendencies. Some 
of them we think .might have been saved. There are instances of social 
degradation, which any intelligent observer can cite to himself, where society 
is much more blameworthy than the individual. We have long believed that 
these habits of vagahondism, like other confirmed. habits, can be traced back 
to early life, and, where we know tbe personal _history, fully accounte~ for 
there. Such habit., to call them by a gentle name, are at first only habits of 
idleness. Tlie child who is allowed to lounge in school, or who is excused 
by tender parents from rendering those little services about home which 
ougbt to be required of every cbild for his own good, is thus encouraged to 
formsucli hahits. We must keep our children husy .omehow or other, all 
through the year, if we would save them. Now a long vacation may give to 
some children, as we have already said, an opportunity for great improve-
ment. It may be made a source of moral culture. But t" nine children out 
of ten; imd here we appeal to eve~ teacher's observation during the summer 
vacation it is not a means of any Improvement whatsoever. Vacation is not 
defined to them, by teacher or parent, as having any le~s literal purpose than 
"protection from hot weather," "rest from the labors of the school year," "a 
chance to gain strength for tbe fo!mida?le wor~ th.at I?oms up ahead." 
Now if- a man wished to foster hru)lts of Idleness m his chIld for some defi-
nite, malicious purpose, we can conce!ve of noth~ng ,better suited to his in-
tent than this superabundance of entire successive vacant days. However 
much children like vacation, the zest of it, unquestion~bly, is over in a very 
few weeks. Then time hangs heavy on their bands. They are puzzled to 
know how to improve it. They pass much of it in mere supineness, a state, 
of which not a few, lapsmg into it every summer, grow excessively and peril-
ously fond. As a question of pure morality we do not object to numerous 
vacations, be they only short. Children will fill them all with wholesome 
play. I'nd as alr~ady said, we would give cbildren n ore of the day than is 
given now for their sports. 
We do not believe this need promote idleness. Let the day have two ses-
sions of school, divided by a long nooning, and, as children do not grow tired 
of any reasonable lengt~ of. playtime, ~owev~r frequ~ntly it may recur, and, 
as school brings the child mto the . stlmulatmg socIety of playmates more 
than vacation does, but little chance is given any but a hereditary tramp for 
cultivating vagrancy. 
We have not pursued this discussion thus far unmindful of its great per-
sonal importance.in te~chers: Our long exper!ence has forcihl:r c~nvinced us 
how wearying tIllS busmess IS, and how sweet IS rest, and how mdlspensable ; 
beyond the demands of almost any otber vocation. 
Few good teachers rest enoug.h. The better the ~eacher, the .more apt he 
is to be provoked, by his enthUSiasm, t? ov~r ex:ertion. But hIS res~ to!>e 
tural is to be taken in close connecllon With hiS labor. The provldenllal 
nUeroatiiln of day and night is doubtless as good an arran/Zement for all of us, :s could have been made; sleep also, dreamless sleep. . Virgil's solor i{ also 
a good thing to he mentioned here, tbough old. We thmk sleep IS the best 
way to get such brain-soothmg repose as ~he teach~r nee~s. He ought to have 
nine bours of it three hundred and Sixty-five times m the year, at least. 
Tbe neglect of this old-fashioned d~me, "Nature's soft n~rse,"' as Shakes~are 
calls her, has played the mischief wllh much of our phl!osophy. The Dlght 
is the competent handmaid of the .day, when both are fairly treated. As to 
Sabbaths, and holidays, and vacations, these are all fo.' ot~er salutary uses 
than the restoration of exhausted nature. But as the Dlght IS so largely ~r­
verted 'to abnormal purposes by teachers and everybody else, we unhappily 
are ohliged to draw on these to make up arrearages of rest to us. 
We are speakin~ of h'e~lthy teache;.;. For the unhealthy, a lo~g summer 
vacation, a winter m FlOrida, a year m Europe, may be. good ~peclfics. Tbe 
weariness which long vacations are supposed to .cure, IS a disease, and he 
who expects to have this maladv every. summer IS . most. unfortunate; and a 
most unfortunate . system that of educatIOn must be If all.lts conductors are ~o 
have this annual depletion of power and to .need the entire summer for theu 
ervous redmtegration- We venture to suggest that teachers as well as pu-
Dils may I'r06t by the redistribution-of school· hours, school-days, and school-
ferins thaf we have herein proposed. E. JOHNSON. 
CORRESPONDENCE. 
THE DEATH PENALTY. 
To t"e Editors o/I"e Weekly : 
Your editorial on '.'The Death Penalty" is both good and timely. Divine 
legislation allows and requires death as the due punishment of murder.' And 
human experience proves, and always will prove, that the death penalty is 
the best and almost the only protection that society can give to human life. 
Public hangings are indeed very demoralizing. I witnessed one fifty years 
ago and I have never desired to see another. And yet to the vicious and to 
the half-im'lruted there is a strange attraction in them, akin to that of the thea-
ter cousin-german to that of bull-baiting in Spain; and almost identical with 
th~t of tbe Roman arena, where men "fought with beasts," wi:h lions, and 
hyenas. - . 
Hanging, like drowning. ' s far Ie.,; painful to the subject than is usually 
thought. But it is revolti.. _ to all pure-minded and humane beholders. And, 
without the black cap hidin ~ tbe face, it would be still more so. And to im-
pure to degraded, and to h .If contaminated minds" the attending circum-
lItan~es of pomp, parade, speech-making, and ceremonious ado, are exceed-
ingly pewening and vicious. '. 
Justic~ and the publi~ conscience alike require a sort of publi~ity-at least 
the knowledge, the full certainty, of the penalty. And this is the only just 
plea for either public hanging or public decapitation. The French 
guillotine and the old Enltlish axe are, however, far wone for public 
morals than is our gallows. But better than all would be Dr. Packard's sug-
gestion of an air· tight, private room ill the jail, with the mere addition to itof 
a publicly-chosen committee to attest to th~ public the realitr of the death, 
or else the forfeit of the corpse, and either its public sale or liS public inter-
ment. 
As an educator of public sentiment and of public feeling this nrticle of 
yours, is neitber impertinent nor improper in THK EDUCATIONAL WKEKLY, 
And yet some will say it is. _ M. M. CAMPIIELL. 
Bloomington, Itld., Aug. 9, r878. 
THE MODERN LANGUAGES. 
To Ille "dilors o/Ihe Weekly: . 
An article on "Modern Languages," in a recent number of your paper, in-
ter~sted me exceedingly, especially M it deviated from the popular idea of 
theu use. . 
We have always studied Greek and Latin in much the same way as at 
present, and the modern "languages have been treated in a like manner, A 
close adherence to grammatical rules and a good knowledJrC of construction 
has always been a natural outgrowth of these studies when pursued according 
to the grammar method. But that is nil; 110 further practical good \uIt been 
. accomplished. And now, in the last tew years, comes a great change in 
method. We see the methods of Heness and Sauveur brought forward, and 
with astonishing success; and their natural Of conversational methods, as 
they are called, have produced results such as were never before accomplish-
ed. The mental discipline and the success in conversation are alike insured. 
The results which have been anxioudy awaited so many years are at last ob-
tained. ~ diffe~ fr·)m your writer on "Modern Languages," and say that the 
conversatIOnal IS the paramount method, We study our own language when 
we wish a knowledge of grammar, and another language when we wish to 
enjoy conversation in a foreign tongue. Our modern and our ancient languages 
are presented in our public schools with two different aims, and Cor success in 
b~th we cannot prescribe 'the same treatment; therefore, the methods in each 
Will not bear a hke comparison. And thus, while the classics Bourish and 
produce good results according to the grammar method, the study of mode~n 
languages becomes a decided failure when presented in the same way; and 
we nted but point to past failures to verify this statement. X. 
Aurora, Ill., AUf. 20,1878. 
--------
LETTER FROM INDIANAPOI.IS. 
To 1",, 'Editors o/t"e Weekly: ' 
ThiS has been preeminently a summer of chear. excursions, and teachers 
who have been fortunate enough to accumulate a ew spare dollars have been 
able to secure the pleasure and instruction of travel at exceedingly small cost. 
One of the most enjoyable and profitable of these was the Lake Superior ~e­
ological excursion, which sailed from Cleveland'July II. This excursion 
was made up largely of teachers and profession men. Unusual facilities 
were afforded for geological research under the able and enthusia~tic leader-
ship of Prof. E. T. Nelson, of the Wesleyan University oC Delaware, Ohio. 
The principal points visited were the Island of Mackinac, Sault St. Marie, 
Pictured Rocks, Copper and Eagle Harbors, Bay6eld, Duluth, and the Dalles 
of the S~. Louis River, on tbe journey up. The return was along tho north 
.hore, With stops at Agate Harbor, Encampment Bay, Grand Po~e, Pigeon 
Bay, Prince Arthur's Landing, and other points in Thunder Bay, Silver Ialol, 
Isle Royale, and Red Rock, at the head oC Nepigon Bay. The geological 
features 'of all these and some other points were carefully studied, and larl(C 
quantities of ores and rocks illustrating the various formations were brought 
home by the members of the party. The great convenience of the journey 
was that it was made throughout in a chartered steamer, wbich was wholly 
at the control of the excursion management. The party consisted of some 
seventy-five \Jersons from St. Louis, Indianapolis, Cleveland, and various 
other parts of Ohio. 
Tbe first National Congress of Microscopists has just clned a four days' 
session at Indianapolis. This Congress has been attended by about seventy-
five members, among whom are embraced some oC the ablest microscopists of 
the country. The papers have been exceedingly elaborate, and have related 
to almost every topic pertaining to tbe science, both to the manufacture and 
manipulation of instruments and to the study and c1auification of mlcrosco· 
pical objects. A permanent organization has been effected under the follow-
ing constitution : Name-The American Society of Microscopy. 06ju/-
The encouragement of microscopical research. In all branches of science. 
MembersMp-Any person interested in micro1copical science i. eliglhle Cor 
membership. Offiurs-Shall consist of a president, vice president, secretary, 
and treasurer, hOlding office for one yenr. Exu .. litJe B .... r ... -Sh.ll consist 
of the officers of the society and the roast presidents, with three members elected 
from the society. Muling-The f ace and time of .meeting shall be delerm-
ed annually. Fus-Dues shal be .1.00; membership fee, '3.00, Tbe 
next meeting ,,:i11 be held in August, 1879, at "Buffalo. The following are the 
officers: PreSident, Dr. R. H. Ward, Troy, N. Y.; VIce· Presidents, S. W. 
Dennis, San Francisco, Co' M. Vorce, Cleveland, Dr. Blackham, Dunkirk. 
Secretary, Dr. Henry Jameson, Indianapolis; Treasurer, C. F. Atwood, ~~hi: 
cago. The display of in~truments and objects throughout the meeting 'WD 
large and very fine. Almost every grade of lens and stand now in the 
market was offered foc inspection, thus affordintt the means oC actual demon-
stration of most of the topics treated in the vanous papers. J, B. R. 
'Indianapolis, Ind, 
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THE STATES. 
IowA.-Muscatine will build a $10,000 schoolhouse. 
Mr. H . Seerley, of Oskaloosa, has been elected Professor of Didactics in 
Penn College. 
Marshalltown has been selected as the place where the next session of the 
State Teachers' Association will be held, during the Christmas holidays. 
Hon. W. T. Harris, of St. Louis, has been engaged to deliver an address. 
Miss Lucy Curtis, formerly of Wheatland, will take charge of the State 
Center Schools. 
Supt. Sabin's lectures are highly spoken of by those who have heard them. 
. Six presid,ents h,,;ve presided ?ver the State University since. the organiza. 
tion of that mstttutt?n of learnl~g. Amos Dean, from 1855 1111 1858; Silas 
Totten, from 1&60 till 1862; Ohver M. Spencer from 1862 till 1867; James 
Black from 1868 till 1870; George Thatcher, from 1871 till 18n; C. W. 
Slagle from 18n till 1878. J. L . Pickard is the present incumbe.pt. 
1 he Council Bluffs Nonpartil says concerning tbe State University ,: "Tbe 
institution ~s maintained, as the Regents announce, for the benefit of the young 
men and tbe young women of Iowa, and offers tbem chances for education, 
general and professional', fully equal to any they canofind'in tile East. Be-
sideS, I hose 01 either sex who go elsewhere miss the opportunity of identi· 
fying themselves for life with an institution that must as long as Iowa remains 
a slate be at the head of its entire educational system, and the alma mater of 
its most influential citizens. President Pickard enters upon his work with a 
brilliant reputation, tborough experience in teachini", and an earnest purpose 
to make the University all tbat Iowa pride and Iowa intelligence would 
have it." 
Tbere are 166 boys in the Reform School at Eldora. 
We clip the following from tbe DeWitt Observer: "Prof. von Crelln, Qur 
efficient State Superintendent of Public Instruction, lectured before tbe normal 
institute at the Congregational churCh in DeWitt last Wednesday evening, on 
'';1'he School Master,' occ~pying '~ne hour and. a quarter. The general expres· 
slon of those who heard It was highly comphrnentary. He is a good talker, 
but so commonplace In personal appearance as to attract attention. He is 
downright homely. And yet one of the prettiest school ma'ams in attendance 
at tbe Institute informed us yesterday that all the girls really ItnJe Prof. von 
Crelln, homely as he is." 
' Mr. Jobn F. Grawe; of Bradford Academy, goes to Mason City to take 
charge of the public schools of tbat place. ' 
Mr: W. H. Sisson, of Iowa Falls, goea to Eldora. 
Mr. J. M. Abbott, of Muscatine, will teach in Tama city next year. 
Mr. W. M. Colby, for t;IVo years the able and efficient bead of the Avoca 
scbools, will remain there nother year. 
Mr. C. Beckington, tbe gentlemanly agent of the Appletons, has our thanks 
for a set of the latter's new School Readers. We understand that this admira· 
ble series is meeting with much favor in Iowa. " ' 
Mr. J. H, He¥n, an Illinois teacher, goes to Blairstown. 
Mr. W. B. W!'terbury will.preside over the Hampton schools. 
Mr. J. H. Bnnkerhoff, of Shellsburg, has 'been chosen principal of the 
Traer schools. 
Much excellent work was. done at the institute at Council Bluffs under the 
direction of P .. of. G. W. Cullison and Supt. W. H. Hatch. About 130 memo 
ben were enrolled; the daily ,attendance was good. ' 
. 'rohe I~stttute Song Budget IS ,called for at Adel Institute-84 copies. The 
Instttute IS a grand success; large attendance and earnest work. 
We hear good reports from the many institutes, now in session' all over this 
state. Mahaska is destined t~ lead in enrollment again this year. Already 
240 teachen ha-:e put down thelT namea. Johnson bas an enrollment of 180. 
Scott opened With a total of 97. Messn. von Crelln Pickard Sahin and 
othen are doin&: grand work in the lecture field. ' , , 
Mr. N. Messer, of Eddyville, haa been chosen principal of one of the 
Keokuk schools. Mr. Messer has a good record as a strong energetic 
teacher. ' 
Miss Kittie M. Gage, of Nashua, N. H., and Mr. W. R. Smith, of Da.ven-
port, have been elected to positions in the high school at the la~ter place. 
President Pickard's lecture to institutes is on "The Educabon DemlUlded 
by the Times." ' 
Miss Fannie Hollister is favoring some of the institutes with ver.y fine ex-
ercises in reading. It is not elocutionary training so much as good, common· 
sense drills in good reading tbat our teachers need. -
Prof. Leonard, of the University, gives instruction to institutes concerning the 
MetTlc System, and everyboay knows that he does it well. 
Prof. J. H. Blodgett, of Rockford, Ill. , is the conductor of t~e ClintoD.. 
county institute. He is an excellent man to have at the head of affaIrS. Supt. 
Wilcox looks after the business part of the institute in a first· rate way: Prof.. 
Robinson, of DeWitt, knows how to teach arithmetic anll physi,ology. Miss , 
Sweet, of Clinton, bas few superiors as a teacher of reading. Miss Boice. of 
Lyons, is doing good work. , ' 
A good many county superintendents miss it widely in not procuring rea1Iy 
good conductors for their institutes. In fact it does not pay to engage -y' 
thing short of the best of talent and ~xperience for 'this most important wodrl. 
The Henry county institute opened with an enrollment of 113 . teachers. 
With an able corps of in~tructors and a wide,awake county superintendent. 
everything indicates a succe;sful and beneficial session. 
Mr. Sabin's lecture on "Aaron Burr and the Men of his Tim~s" is a. grand 
_effort, which reBects great credit upon the able author. He has severallec· 
tures, but be considers this one his best . 
Prof. Calvin, of the University,is one Of the instructors in the Delaware 
county institute. Over 200 teachers have enrolled. 
Prof. Witter, of Muscatine, has been a principal in the public schools of 
that city for twenty years ; Prof. Kretchmer has held a similar position for 
nineteen years in the Dubuque schools ; Miss P. W. Sudlow, recently elected 
to a Frofessorship in the University~ served in the Davenport public schools, 
as teacher, principal, and superintendent, for over eighteen years. . '. 
Prof. Wilson, of Parsons College, Fairfield, has been elected pnnclpal of 
Feny Hall female academy, at Lake Forest. 
WISCONSIN.-E. S. Richmond takes the scbool at Oregon. , 
Prof. F . A. Parker, Dean of the College of Music in tbe Illinois:Wesl~n 
University, has accepted a similar position in the State Univer3ity at Madison. 
S. h.. Perkins re~ains in charge of the higher department of the pu15lic 
school at Palmyra. 
Kenosha county had seventeen student. at the Oshkosh Normal School 
last year. Kenosha stands third on the list of counties, small as,;t is. Win. 
nebago records 148, and Fond du Lac 32. School opened at Oshkosh Nor-
mal yesterday. . 
State Teachers' Certificates were gianted last week to A. A. Miller, of ·Wau. 
kesha ; Dwight Kinney, of Darlington ; John W. Sercomb, of Milwaukee; 
and Michael McMahon, of Kel.vaunee. Mary Lantry, Manitowoc ; Harriet 
, A. Salisbury, Whitewater ; and Mr. Gordon, Beloit, received Five.year Certifi-
cates. The examination is sa:d to have been thorough, and the standing 'Of, 
the applicants unusually higb. The Board of Examiners consisted of Profs. 
Salisbury, Whitewater; Peckham, Milwaukee; and Carpenter of the Um-
ver,;ity. . 
The Ripon public school opens Sept. 9,. with one more department than 
last year, making nine in all. The teachers engaged are: Principal, J. H. 
Firehammer; assistant in high school, Miss Lina A. Williams; for Gramma~ 
Schools, Miss Helen A. Sizer and Miss Hannah E. Davis; for Intermediate 
Schools, Miss Philinda Wbiting and'Miss Eva Calmerton; for Primary, Miss 
May Barnum, Miss Blanch Foote, Miss Adelaide Webster, and Miss Safford. 
The outlook now IS for a prcsperous school year. Rev. J . M. Craig hal! been 
engaged as principal of the first ward, or Ceresco :school. That school has 
three departments, and is independent of the others. 
Institute of Buffalo county, held at Alma, fifty being enrolled. Conducto~, 
Prof. J. B. Thayer, of River Falls, assi~ted by Mr. F. D. Ensign. An inter· 
esting and profitable time was had. ' 
E. H. Sprague, formerly principal at Elkhorn, bas been admitted to the b&r 
for legal practice in Walworth county. 
ILLINOIS.- The Mc Lean County Institute opened for a three weeks' session 
.in tbe high school building in Bloomington on the fifth instant. About one 
hundred and fifty are in attendmce. The instructors are the County' Supt., 
H. R. Edwards, of Peoria, M. Jess, of Leroy, John P. Yoder, of Danvers, 
Joseph Carter, of Peru, and J. W. Cook, of the Normal school. The best 
teachers,of the county are in attendance. ' . 
I. E. Brown, principal' of the Decatur high school, was married on A:ug. 9, 
to Miss Emma V. Stewart, of Plum Grove, Kansas. The WEEKLY wishes 
them abundant happiness. Mr. Brown remains at Decatur with an increased 
salary. , 
Miss Grace C. Bibb, for several years connected with the St. Louis,Nor-
, mal School, and formerly a Peoria teacher, ha. been elected Professor of, 
Pedagoglcs in the Normal Department of the Missouri University. 
CharleS DeGarmo and Miss Flora Pennell, teachers in the Illinois N onnal, 
are working in the Jo Daviess County Institute. 
Mr. J. A. Vrooman is principal of the Cortland schools. 
W. H. Robinson is principal of tbe Arlington schools, 
Tbe Coles County Institute was held this year at Charleston, and was under 
the direction of Supt. Lee. The s~ion continued one week. There were 
forty· one teachers in attendance. Dr. FiSk, of Greencastle, gave several ex-
ercises, and Dr. Steele, of Ashmore, iave a lecture on Physiology, anc1. D~. ­
Banjwall read a paper on the laws of health. Supt. Lee is urging upon Iiis 
teachers the propriety of organizing township institutes. 
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Prof. Regan was' the recipient of a surprise p.arty, given by th~ teachers of 
the Amboy schools just before he left for Morns. Mr. James, m behalf ~f 
the teachers prese~ted Mr. Regan with a silver berry:dish, for which Mr. R. 
expressed his thanks in a few well spoken. w,?rds. Ref~eshments were 
brought in by the many friends, and a good socIal time was enjoyed by ~ll. 
The south Belvidere public schools had an enrollment of ~12 pupils last 
ear and an average attendance of 363. The cost per pupil was $11.47. 
he;e are 496 persons of school age in the district, 46.1 of these wer~ ~nroll­
ed in the school. This is the largest per c~nt enrolled ID any place wlthll~ o~r 
knowledge. The principal is John W. Gibson, a graduate of the I1hnOls 
N~e~~eaders adopted by the Chicago B,?ard of Education were the first five 
of the Analytical Series and the Model First Reader ; our statement last week 
Id imply that the Model Readers were the only ones adopted. A correc· 
:ou should also be made in regard to the Natural History. It should have 
o,:! Steele's NatUral Philosophy, not Natural History. re~ t Smith of McLean County, entertained the Piatt County Institute wit:Po~e of his inimitable rerformances. As a dialect reader Mr. Smith is a 
rare success. C II f M .. h Ilr . W I P f F A Parker Dean of the 0 ege 0 USIC m t e mOls es eyan 
U . ro ~i~ h~s accepted a similar position in the State University of Wisconsin. 
DHe der~on county teachers hold an institute to· day and to-morrow. Satur-
d Sen t Akin will examine applicants for certificates. H. C. Chapman is ay up. .' . 
president of the mstltute. . 
At Morgan Park Military Academy? the .use o~ tobacco !n any form., or of 
spirited or fermented liquors of any kmd, IS forbidden, as It should be m every 
such school. d d h" t H ·dd Supt. James P. Slade is in great eman among t e IDshtu es. e a ress-
the one at Kankakee to-morrow. . 
es Su t. Etter is faithfully 101l0wing ou.t his pl~n to address as many . of the tf ""'titutes this summer as pom ble. HIS presence, and the mterest 
teac . ,erst dl 'n the institutes bv other leading educational men of the state, 
manhes e I . I thO d h' have interested patrons of the scho?l~ to an unusu.a exten~ IS year, an t!S 
modem bul excellent means of tralD10g teachers IS becom1Og very popular m 
the state of Illinois. . 
The «Normal Drill" in Bureau county, whIch las~ei four week~j closed the 
th inst Supt. G. B. Harrington, Prof. W. H. RoblDson, of Arhngton, Prof. 
j,eddic~rd, of Wyanet, and Miss Ella DeVoe, ~ere the regularwor~ers, P~of. 
H L. Boltwood also gave some valuable as.S\stan~e. Prof. RoblDson IS a 
b~t in institute work; he bad .cba~ge of A~lth~etlc. and ~rammar. Prof. 
P ddicord ~ained equal laurels 10 hIS w.)~~ .mpldachcs, HIStOry, ~nd Ge~ . 
e h Miss Ella De Voe as an elocuhomstls hard to excel. High credIt ~' P y. 5 t Harrington for the zeal shown and efforts put forth to make. our IS ~ue up. A. 
instItute a su~cess. 
• • ;.., . S t R I Hamilton, of Madison county, said in hi~ an· 
fND1ANAtf ~e' an~u;1 teached institute: "I shall expect every one nouncem~n ~ates teaching in this county during the present school year to wh~d~~:~~l session, unless prevented by unavo!dable circum.tances. I 
atte th' t II will attend from a sense of duty, a deSIre to benefit themselves 
bope . a a cises and the lofty motives of the true teacher; but if It be nec-
from '~oe:er eal td mercenary motives, I. would suggesltha! teachers cannot 
e«."1t p)ect their professional meet10gs or to relax theIr efforts. In the 
a or 0 t:~a es the tendency of the times is not favorable to teachers. I am matt~r 0 ~viction that the best teachers are not paid too much, and I know 
firm ID m~rc~eacher is dear at any price. ~hile I "ibor to uphold teachers 
tbat a po ' fluence to prevent the reduchon of wages below a proper stand-
and use my ID • f h' ' I't t k ". shall ex ect the cooperatIOn 0 teac ers ID our Ins 1 u.e ,!or . 
ard, 1 f S rt p State Supertntendent, has returned, greatly IDvlgorated, from 
· PE' ;0 m:n ;our . . He is now busily engaged i.n l1:'e dut!es of ~is office and ~IS u ii':t and lecturing at the many county lD~tltUtes ID sessl~n through. 
In atten .. ·tg It is understond that Prof. Smart WIll take no part ID the pend-
• out the I' s,ta el'canvass in which matter he shows exceeding good taste, as well 
ing po ll1ca ,. h h d . t t hi found sagacity, from the fact t at many w 0 eSlre 0 suppor !" o.n 
as pro ~ , 1 grounds would be compelled to · vote the other way If h,s 
Purely e"uatlona. .. 1 'd . 
. on were urged at all on pohhca consl eratlons. . . 
eleco f T b II the newly elected superintendent of the Indlanapohs schools, 
' . Pro· .
o 
a~ eo~ his work with the good will and hearty cooperat.ion of.teache~ 
IS entehn gl Pfficers It is understood that he will not remove hIS famIly tQ h,s 
and sc 00 (j • 
residence for, some months to come. __ 
KA In the public school at Hastings there are five rooms, 300 
NJ1:1 BR~Sth 's-chool is well graded and in good working order. No change of scho ars , e " . ~n.1 h ·rs last year or this. C. J. DavIS IS prlDcly-' 
teae e L B Fifield editor of Lil_rary Not .. , Kearney, has g~nerously con-HO~'i iur~ish his periodical with the WEEKLY, to new subscnbers, at $2.50 
sent:. 0 Orders may be sent to him or. to the pul>lishel:.S of the WEEKLY. 
aye 'teacher in Nebraska should read that spicy bi·weekly. 
EVo%r fifty teachers attended the institute at Blah. The management of 
f Wilson ~eems to have been very popular and successful. . Pr~j,e institute of Platte County is being held at Columbus .• and IS. u~ques­
· bl a and success. Mr. S. L. Barrett, the Co. Supt""S the pnnclpalof :n~ ~tutf and is ably assisted by Prof. Rakestraw, PrIDclpalof the Central N~:aI School, Genoa, Nebraska. There are about .fiftr teachers in atten-
d ce arid they are reapi.ng a ~ reat benefit from the Institute .. The lectures ~ :ae able and "to the poL,." The present Cou!'ty Supt. !S undou?tedly ~ve~ait for the position heh .1 .1°, ashe is an energeocandefficlent supennten-e~t at all times looking to I h" interest of the teachers and sChools, a!ld '!ud~avoring to raise the standard of the common teacher, hence : beDefitlDg 
both teachers and schools of PlaUe County. State Supt. Thompson was ex-
pected to spend tbe week beginning the 19th inst. and every one was expect-
ing to receive something !xlra in regard to teaching, etc. The Central Nor. 
mal Scbool, Genoa, will begin Sept. 8, 1878, and the present prospecu are thllt 
there will be a large attendance. * 
KANsAs.-Jonas M. Ross, of Louisburg, will take charge of the graded 
schools of Spring Hill, Johnson county. Sept. 9. 
The Fall Term of the Agricultural College will open Wednesday, Septem-
ber 4, and close Wednesday, December 20, 1878. Tuition absolutely free. 
President Anderson's nomination to Congress will cause no change in the 
management of the college during the comin~ term. 
Prof. F. W. Bardwell, of the l'tate Univemty, died at Lawreoce the 18th 
inst. Prof. Bardwell was the author of a new arithmetic which has been 
very highly commended by teachers of mathematicS". His loss will be deeply 
felt in Kansas and throughout the country. 
Of the Agricultural College in this state, H on. Joseph C. Shattuck, State 
Superintendent of Colorado, said in an address delivered at the laying of the 
.comer stone of the Agricultural College of Colorado July 27,1878: "Among 
agricultural colleges, I am of the opinion that that 01 our sister state of Kan-
sas is entitled to preeminence in the determination to do the specific work 
wbich its name would indicate. It has not impoverished itself by spending 
its endowment in imposing building. , but h .. built only what is needed, in a 
plain and substantial manner." 
MASSACHUSETTS.-C. E. Meleney, of Marlboro, becomes principal of the 
Adams Grammar School, Quincy. 
Principal Thurber of the Syracuse. N. Y., high school, succeeds Prin. Fair-
banks at Worcester. 
The Boston school ·board recommend. that bOoks be furnished free to all 
pupils in the public schools. 
Prof. Baxter, Professor of Elocution at Harvard college, was drowned at 
Cape May, Aug. 15, while swimming out beyond his depth. 
Rufus B. Richardson becomes principal of the Chicopee high schools. 
Mr E . C. Adams, of Litchfield, Me., has been chosen principal of the 
~everly high school. 
OHlo.-Seventy.five teac)ters in attendance at the Montgomery county in-
stitute the first day. This number was soon increased to 120. Profs. Wil-
loughby and Morris instructors. 
Mr. A. G. Farr;teacher of Physics in the high school of Columbus, made 
us a pleasant call last w~ek. He and his wife have been spending the month 
of August with relatives in Ripon, Wis. 
MINNESOTA.~ The main building of the new Obse~atory at Carleton Col-
lege is now completed, and· is 20 feet square and 32 feet hil:h, with two wings. 
The transit instrument was made by Fauth & Co., ot Washington, at a cata-
logue price of $8go. The Observatory will be provided with two clocks, 
costing about $500 each. 
There is a dead-lock between the Common Council and the Board of Edu-
cation of Winona, the former refusing to vote any.appropriation of money for 
public school purposes. 
COLORADO.-Hon. J. C. Shattuck, State Superintendent, delivered the ad-
dress at the laying of the comer stone of the Agricultural College, at Fort 
Collins, July, 27, 1878. 
The Denver Times has given space to one of the best educational columna 
to be found in our-numerous exchangea. It is edited with ability and good 
judgment. 
MICHIGAN.-The institute of Delta countT was held at Escanaba, Aug. 16 . 
We enjoyed a rare trcat under the inslIuCtion of Prof. C. F. R. Bellows of 
the State Normal, and Prof. J. A. Corbin, of Bay City. I ch~nced to be 
visiting there at the time, so availed myself of the good opportunity. Our 
institute, Oconto county, Wis., occu~ the lut of September and the first of 
October. PESHTIGO. 
Chancellor Fairfield, formerly of Hillsdale College, and now of Nebruka 
State University, was visited by burglars a month ago, and lost lOme valua-
bles. . . 
NEW YORK.-Principa1 Samuel Thurber, of the Syracuse high school, has 
been elected principal of the hi~h school in Worcester, Mass. 
The State Teachers' Association has a custom of placing a special tax upon 
the representatives of book-publishing huuses which may be present. At Al-
bany this year this tax amount~d to $104. . 
KENTUCKY.-J. C. Chenault ·declined to acceP,t a reduced lalary al princ!-
":lal of the Boys' High School, Louisville, and Ashley M. Hurt, of the lame 
scbool, was promoted to tlte principalship. 
ARKAN~AS.-J. M. Fish has been reElected superintendent of schools at 
Little Rock. Rev. Andrew Hunter accepts the presideoC)' of the Arkansas 
Female College, at Little Rock. Geu. L. M. Lew, f"rmer presideDt. goes 
to Texas SlJLte Universi!y as Professor of Languages. 
CALIFORN1A.-Salaries of grammar school principals have been increased 
in San Francisco Irom '185 to '200 per month. 
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INTERNATIONAL MEASURES. 
TilE ENTIRE SYSTEM IN A SINGLE SENTENCE. 
M !<I" ,j'e all length. in mete,·s, all capacities in liter., all 
wei,II It'.. in g1'lJ,ms, using decimal fractions only, and saying 
deci for tenth, centi fa" hund"edth, milli for thousandth, deka 
for /.en, It,kto for hund,·ed, kilo fa'· thousand, and my ria for ten 
thaI/sand. 
This sentence comprises the entirc systell1, for surfaces and 
bulks lire simply tho squares and cubes of the measure of 
length, and the" ar" and " ster" are only other names for the 
squllre dekameter of lalld, and the cubic meter of firewood. 
The meter (measure) is one-tell millionth of the distance from 
the equator to the pole, and equals the distance from the tip of 
the fingers to the centre of the opposite brc\LSt. Four steps 
equal three meters. The width of the hand is a decimeter; and 
of the fingers, two centimeters. The liter (capacity) is simply 
the cube of a decimeter (tenth measure) in the more convenient 
cylindrical form; and the gram (weight) is simply the weight 
of a cubic centimeter (hundredth measure) of water. ' 
,lfealling. Spell/nfl. Pronunciation. flZu.tration. .t!.bbr..nation. 
length meter meeter like gas meter m. 
capacity liter leeter as in pique I. 
'veight gram gram .. dram g. 
tenth deci d~si like decimal d. 
hundredth eenti s~nti .. cent c. 
thollsandth milli mili mill m. 
ten deka d~ka decalogue D. 
hundred hekto Mkto hecatomb H . 
t housnnd kilo kilo chiliad K. 
tell thousand myria mlria " myriad M. 
To theso ten are sometimes added: _ 
sllrface ar ar area a. 
solidi'ty ster sWr stereoscope s. 
The names met.,·, lite.·, and gram, are from Greek words, 
understood in all modern languages to mean a measure (as a 
gas-I~leter, water-meter, ete.), a capacity and a weight. As the 
metrIC system is now used by most nations and will soon be uni-
versal, the names understood by all nations are used, instead of 
mea.,u,·e, capacity, and weight, which would be understood only 
by the "English. For the same reason the fractions are not 
called tenth, hund",dth, and thousandth in English, but by their 
Latin names den, centi, and m.1Ii. . The large quantities, jn-
ltead of ten, hundred, and thousand, are called tkka, hekto, and 
'"'10, tho Greek wor\\s. for these numbers. These words are 
Ihort, avoid all danger of confusion, are understood by all 
nations throughout the world, and so are 'very much ~ be pre-
ferred . We therefore say, not hundredth measure, but centim.-
t .. ·. Not on. thousand grams, but k,10gram, ete. 
Each prefix is an independent word, accented on the first syl-
lable, and retains this accent in the compound, cen'timeter, not 
centim' eter, ete. The abbreviation for the compound is simply 
the letters for the two parts, dm. for decimeter, Dm. (with capi-
tal) for dekameter. For shorter names of the compounds, pro-
nounce only the prefix and the first letter of the unit, saying 
eentim, millim, decil, hektog, ete. The system will be under-
stood best by remembering that our money is really a part of 
the metric system. The dollar is "alue, as the meter is length, 
the liter is capacity, and as the gram is weight. A dekadollar we 
call an eagle, a deeidollar a dime, and the centidollar _and milli-
dollar are ·shortened to cent and mill. Both the money and 
metric system correspond perfectly to our arithmetic. . 
, There are no tables, or scales, or complicated relations. 
Wi.t~ the meter, every poslii~le dimension (length, surface, or 
~olidltJ:') can b~ measurcd; With the liter, every possible capac-
Ity; WIth th!! gram, l'very possible weight. The single sentence 
above takes. the piaif.ll of compound or denominate numbers in 
Gur arithmeties; and~ a result large committees of our ablest 
teachers re!lprt that a ful! y~ar may be sa~ed in the school-life 
of every clitld. The gam 10 commerce IS much larger for a 
single multiplication or division gives an absolutely adcurate 
result, where the common system requires several operations 
to. get otl;en only an approximate answer. 
The metric system, by whie~ so ~uch is accomplished, has 
now ~e~n adopted ~:( ~enty-elght dIfferent nations, including 
a maJorIty of the CIVIlized world. In eleven countries it is in 
exclusive use; and in sllveral, like Germany and France, there 
are penalties for using' any other measures. . 
This system is now being rapidly introduced into the United 
States, and within a few years will take the, place of the pres-
ent complicated tables, as dollars and cents have driven out , 
the pounds, shillings, and pence. 
The educational society incorporated to secure this result 
desires the cooperation of every friend of economy and educa-
tion, and will gladly send full information to applicants. 
Address, AMEIUC.ui METRIC BUREAU, BOSTON •. 
Dlustrations of the Use of the New Measures. 
To 'show that the single scntence above is sufficient for all 
possible measurements, a few illustrations arc given, and w.ith 
them hints of the most convenient ways of writing and reading 
metric quantities. It will be seen that having a meter s~ck 
lind the sentence above, an intelligent man can make for lum-
self a liter and gram, and then in the international measures, 
now· used by nearly thirty countries, can measure anything •. 
A piece of cloth is S! times the length of the mcter stick. 
Write it 5"'25, aud read it 5 meter twenty-five. The rule saJ:8 
mcasure in meters, using decimals, and call hundredths eenti. 
Nothing but decimals are used, for only decimals arc mark~d 
on the measures. There is no more difficulty, if one prefers It, 
in using common fractions, than in our currency, where halves 
and quarters are common, and even eighths arc used. .25 
was found on the stick itself, which is divided exactly like 
the doUar, into a hundred centimeters, caUed centim, like 
our cents. There is no occasion to read it 5 meters and 
25 centimeters, any more than to add the word cents to 
the sum $5.25, which is commonly abbreviated to 5. dol-
lars 25. As in the money we seldolll usc eagles and dimes, 
so certain metric denominations are seldom used, and uo more 
confusiou or loss of symmetry results than in our saying 55 
cents instead of 5 dimes and 5 cents. 
The abbreviation of the unit, here m., takes the place of the 
decimal point, which may be omitted without danger. The num-
ber-of figures determines the fraction or denomination. 
A ,chain is 7 and 25-1000 meters long. Write 7nl(}25. Read 
7 meters, naught, twenty-five. 
A timber is 123-1000 of a .m. thick. Write it 123mm. 
Read it 123 millimeters (or millim). Or it Inay be written 
.m12'3. In this case use the decimal point or write oml23 to 
avoid any chance of reading it meters 123, which might be ' 
understood as 123 meters. 
}'or very small units, the millim. is the more convenient 
term to usc, as we use, the thirty-second of an inch, or better 
the decimals of a foot or inch. For distances less than a meter, 
the centimeter or hundredth is used. For long distances, where 
the number of meters would be large, the 1000 ' meter, or kilo-
meter, is used. Decim, dekam, and hektom, arc seldom used. 
A sheet of glass is 2-1000 of a meter thick. 'Vrite it 2mm .. or 
.m002. The distance between two cities is 48593 meters. WrIte 
48Km593. Read 48 kilometers (or kilom.) 593. 
In weight the thousand gram (kilogram, almost always 
called kilo) is the common term. Hay, coal, shipping, etc., are 
~eighed by the thousand kilo, which i. a ton. , The kilo 
is used in common business, where we usc the pound; drug7 
gists use the gram; and for powcrful medicines, poisons, ete . . 
the decig., centig., and millig. or milligram arc used. An .ele-
phant might '\Veigh 6,000 thousand grams, or six thousand kilos, 
for we arc to "measure all weights in grams, calling t.I){~usand 
kilo." A mosquito might weigh 1-1000 of a gram, or a milhgr:,m, ' 
for we arc to call thousandth; milli. The gram being the wOlght 
of a cubic centimeter, the kilo is that of" cubic decimeter, and 
the ton is the weight of a cubic meter of water. 
The" g" is seldom added to the abbreviation for kilogram. 
In measuring surfaces or solidities, it should be remembered 
that they arc the squares and cubes of the measures of l engtl~, 
and therefore the scale of ten is squared and cubed, aud It , 
takes 100 sq. em. to make a sq. dm., and 1,000 cu. cm. (or 
ce.) tv make a cu. dm. Therefo,re in surfaces two .pla~es, 
and in solidities three places, belong to each denommatlOn. 
46,q·m·8459 means 84 sq. dm. and 59 sq. cm., not 8 sq. dm. 
4, sq. cm. 5 sq. m., etc. . 
This is nothing peculiar to the metric system, but IS ~e 
simple arithmetical law , which is sometimes forgotten. MetrIC 
quantities being simply tangible arithmetic serve to make the 
law more clear. It is simply the law of squares and cubes 
puzzled over in involution and evolution. If the metric square-
measure frame or cube-root blocks arc looked over for a few 
minutes, this matter will always be understood. . . 
In capacity, the liter is more use<! th,m any of Its multiples 
or divisions. 'It is almost exactly our quart. For small ~~as­
ures, decii. and centil. are used. For vcry small quantities, 
the druggists aud chemists have the habit of sayin[f c~bic. cen-
timeter or ce. , which is simply naming the quantity m linear 
units, instead of calling it a milliliter. . . 
The liter might be called a cubic decimeter, only It IS too 
long ~ name. In fact, all the capacity and weight names are 
only abbreviations for the original length or meter names, ~nd 
were it not for the longer expression, we should have nothing 
to leanl but the" meter." The kiloliter would be a cu. m.; 
the hcktoliter would be one hundred cu. dm., etc. The, gram 
would be "weight of cc. of water; " the kilo would be "weigh~ 
of a cu. dm. of water;" the ton ." weight of a cu. m. of water," 
ete. So the metric system is properly named, for it is. simply 
knowing the one thing, the meter or measure, by which every-
thing may be measUred. . 
. For information. concerning the great adv:antages that will 
attend the introduction of the Metric System address the 'Gen-
eral 01l1ce of the Society, 82 Hawley Street, Boston. 
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Ch£cago & Northwestern T 
RAILWAY, . .HE PRACTICAL TEACHER, 
THE GREAT TRUNK LINE BETWEEN the EAST Be the WEST. 
It is the oldest, shortest, most direc!. convenient, comfor~­
able and in every respect the best hne you can take. It IS 
the greatest and grandest Railway organization in the United 
States. It owns or controls 
2,100 MILES OF RAILWAY. 
pullman Hotel Cars are run alone by it through be-
tween Chicago and Council Bluffs! 
No other road runs Pullman H otel Cars, or any other form 
of Hotel Cars, through, between Chicago and the Missouri 
River. Its 
OMAHA AND CALIFORNIA LINE 
is the shortest and best line between Chicago and aIL po nts 
in Northern Illinois, Jow'a, Dakota, Nebraska, Wyoming, 
~~Of:,~~~~hJI'fsevadaJ California, Oreg:n, China, Japan, 
CHICAGO, ST. PAUL & MINNEAPOLIS LINE 
js the short line be~ween Chicago and all .points in North<:rn 
Wisconsin and Mmnesola, and for Madlsont.?t. Paul, Mm-
neapolis, Duluth, and all pomts in the Great .Northwest. Its 
LA CROSSE, WINONA & ST. PETER LINE 
is the best route between Chicago and La Crosse, \Vinona 
Rochester, Owatonna, Mankatol St: Peter, New Ulm, and all points in Southern and Centra Mmnesota. Its 
GREEN BAY AND MARQUETTE LINE 
is the only line between Chicago and Janesville, \Vatertown, 
Fond du Lac, Oshkosh Appleton, Green Bay, Escanaba, 
Negaunee Marquette, Houghton, Hancock, and the L'l.ke 
Superior Country. Its 
FREEPORT AND DUBUQUE LINE 
is the only roule between Chicago and Elgin, Rockport, 
Freeport and all points via Freeport. Its 
CHICAGO AND MILWAUKEE LINE 
is the old Lake Shore R oute , and is the only on~ passing be-
tween Chicago and Evanston, L'l.ke Forest, H ighland Park, 
Waukegan, Racine, Kenosha, and Milwaukee. 
PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM CARS 
are run on all through trains of this road. 
This is the ONLY LINK running these cars between Chicago 
and St. Paul and Minneapolis, Chicago and Milwaukee, Chi-
cago and Winona, or Chicago and Green Bay. 
New York Office N o. -4t~ Broadway. Boston Office, No. 
s_ State Street. dmaha Office, 2-45 Farnham Street. San Fran~isco Office: 2 New Montgomery Street. Chicago Ticket 
Offices' 62 Clark Street, under Shernlan House; 75 Canal, 
corner Madison Street; Kinzie Street Depot, corner \Vest 
... Kinzie and Canal Streets: Wells Street Depot, comer Wens 
an;o~~~!~ ~~e~~~nnation not attainable· from your home 
~~~N'ii~lIioTT, W . H. STENNETT, 
Gen'l Manager, Chicago. Gen' l Pass. Ag't, Chicago. 
CHEAP APPARATUS! For Students and Common Schools 
Now RBADY I Prof. Tyndall's new collections of Elec-
tric I1Utrulllents designed to acc~D?-pany hIS U u.ssons I'" 
Electricity," Comylete se!S, CODaIStlDg of 58 V!""10US ap -1 aratuS and matenals, prace _S5.00. Tyndall s Manuel ~rice '1.00. Descriptive price-~ist f~ee on a\,>pllcation. All 
ariOU! school apparatus reqUired 10 phYSICS on. hand Ol 
:;'ade to order. Excellent workmanship warranted. Firsst 
premium awarded 1 CURT W. MEV ER, Manufacturer 
".tl.J",/Jorter. ] 82 and ]8-4 Broadway, New York. er 
WANTED. 
T eachers to write as local agents for 
CASSELL'S NEW POPULAR S EL F-E D U C AT 0 R. 
ne 
Most valuable work out. Send for c ircular. Address 
FLANAGAN & CLYMER, 
]52 and 15-4 L.'l. Salle St., Chicago. 
$ A day sure made oy agents sell-d!' I 0 to 2 5 iog our ChrolDos~ <;rayonstand 7P Reward Motto, :scrIpture ext, 
Transparent Picture and Chromo Cards. tOO samples, 
worth .... se~t postpaid for 7SC. Illustrated catalogue free. J . H . Bufford·s Sons, Boston. Established t830· nu 
GOLD ~~~tf~::.eAdd~=:~eJ~&aC~~: A~;s~'M~fi~! 
TEACHERS' EXCHANGE. 
S ITUATION WANTED.-Agentleman,collegegradu-ate having three years' experi ence as principal and tea~her, desires a position for the co!"ing school year. 
Best of references. Address K, care of thIS office. re 
S ITUATION WANTED.-A lady teacher of seven years' experience in district and graded schools.-Grammar Department,-and a graduate of a good 
Nanna! School, desires a position. Best ofreferences fiven. 
na Address SUE BRO\VN, Fort Wayne# nd. 
A TEA CHER of some experience; a graduate of the Normal and Training School at Oswego, N . Y. , de-sires a position. The best of reference given ("n ap-
pl~tion. Address Lex;'~g~!~i:;!!~!Ld;,J~~\. 
S ITUATION WANTED.-A gentleman, who has had ~~d~e:~~,~::l::sc: ;o!i~~~i~~'Pn~~f;a~f~~o~e~r:~~~ 
suing school year. The most reliable references given when 
requested: Address W, this office. ny 
A NATIONAL JOURNAL OF EDUCATION. 
We will Club tbe "TEACHER" with anyPapel' 01' Book Pul)lished, 
- SO THAT-
THE "TEACHER" MAY BE OBTAINED FREE, 
-OR ALMOST SO.-
THE II TEACHER" IS InADE UP OF PRACTICAL ARTICLES WHICH APPEAR IN THE II WEEKLY," 
and original articles by the editor. and well-known 'educators throughout the country. 
S-SPECIMEN COPIES SENT FREE.~ 
Edwards' Records and Report Cards. 
THE BEST AND CREAPEST PUBLISHED. 
We want teachers to act as our "genls for the introduction of the above. We will give a very large 
commission on them, and . 
TEACHERS CAN MAKE MONEY BY WORKING FOR THEM. 
. Peddicord's Daily Report Cards are a modification of the cards used in the "ell·known Princeton 
HIgh School, Prof. H. L. Boltwood, Principal. 
'\Trite us for terms and specimens. 
KLEIN & KIMBALL, 
REDUCED 
Exchange Prices. 
***For fi rst introductory supply of schools when the cor-
responding old books of other senes in use a.rc given in ex-
cha.nge . 
SHELDON'S READERS. 
Sheldon's New First Reader,.. . 
New Second Reader, .. 
New Third Reader, . . . 
New Fourth Reader, .. 
New Fiflh Reader,.. . 
Prices. 
. 10 cis . 
. 20 u 
.25 " 
·35 .. 
. 4S ·" 
GUYOT'S GEOGRAPHIES. 
Guyot's Elementary Geography,.. . _ . _ 30 Cis. 
Guyot's New Intermediate Geography, ... 60 " 
FELTER'S AiUTHMETICS. 
Felter's Primary Arithmetic, with and without 
Answers,.. . . . . . . . . _ . • . _ 13 cis. 
Felter's New Inter. Arithmetic, with and with-
out All~wers, cloth,. . . . . • . . . . . 30 " 
Felter's Advanced Arithmetic (new), cloth, 30 .. 
Felter's Complete Arithmetic (New, In/.and 
adv., bound iDee/fur), cloth,. . • • . . 50 " 
CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS, 
PUBLISHERS, 
SUCCESSORS TO 
SCRIBNER, ARMSTRONG & Co., 
70 and 7.5 Broadway, New York. 
0 .. S. COOK, Agent, Chicago. nc 
79 Melropolilan Block, CHlCAGO. 
ELOOUTION AND ORATORY. 
Engravings of Buildlngl made from Pholographs. 
ROHRER'S BOOK-KEEPING. 
Primary. - - ..,., I The 6ft boob .... t to tucb-
Co_OIl School, - I.,., en lOr ex&IIllllAtlOD (or '3.50 
CoUDdnc-HOUH, - ,.00 bat ooIy In ~Iy to ,...u .... 
~ '1.00. Itey, ".00 occompaaled tty lb. money. 
rJ;{ ~ t ll~~~T': Publisher, SL LouIo, Uo. 
SEND FOR THE PAMPHLET 
DacRJalNG TH_ 
Cumulatzve Health Lift. 
The only Health Lift. apparatuJ ever made wha&e Ule I. 
GUARANTEED 'FO CURE DISEASE, 
, Or purchase money refunded. 
na J. P. MARSH &: CO., Chlcaao, III 
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NEW TEXT-BOOKS Eclectic Series. 
JUST READY. 
The Elements of Natural Philosophy. By Prof. Elrod' M. 
~::S~h:~~~~t A~atg:mT::.t High School, Clevelao } O. 
We claim that this is the best book published on Natural 
Philosophy for School usc. It has 400 illustrations. Price 
for introduction, 90 Cents. Sample copy by mail, 60 Cents. 
The Elements of Rhetoric and Composition.· By Prof. D. J . 
Hill, oCrthc University of Lewisburg, Pa. 
Teachers D/ Rhetoric in our School!! and Academies will, 
we think, be gratified to learn that their demand for a /ruh 
andjraetical work on Rhetoric ha'i been met by . Prof. Hill . 
ut. /1 IS COMPLETE. It conducts lite learner 
'hrourlt every process 0/ COlllPOsit,·()" . 
.d. IT IS CLEAR AN D SIMPLE IN STYLE. Price 
for. introduction, 83 Cents. Sample copy my mail, 60 Cts. 
The Elements of Book-keeping. By Joseph H. Palmer, A.M., 
for twenty years First Tutor of Mathematics in the Collei!'e 
of the City of New York. 
A real/.f rood elementary Work 003. Book-ku";n~-one 
ll?e:c~~e,~~~ w~~~h~e~d:J.Si~j~~tvprii~:; l:~n;~~t~~d o! 
book which will meet this great want. Price for introSuctiOn, 
66 cents. Sample copy by mail, 30 cents. 
. Prof. ~lneY'8 Arlthmetlcs. Enlarged. Send for ci rculars, etc. 
Standard Text-Books .. 
Olney's Algebras and Higher Mathematics. 
Patterson's New Spellers. 
_ Colton's New Geogr.phies. 
Lossing's Unitea States Histories. 
Shnw's English Literature. 
Haven's Mental and Moral Philosophy. 
Wayland's Mental and Moral Philosophy. 
SEND FOR OUR. COMPLETE SCHOOL 
CATALOGUE, 
Or Circulars of any special book. 
SHELDON & COMPANY, 
8 Murray Street, N!W YORK, 0 1 11 and 119 ~tFii~lGo. 
Standard School Books 
PUBLlSHIlD BY 
TAINTOJt BROTHERs, MERRILL & Co., 
758 Broadway, NtW York. 
The Franklin Readers, • 
Warren's Class-Word Speller, 
. Mac Vicar's Arithmetics, 
Ellsworth's Penmanship and Book-keeping, 
Campbell's History of United States, 
Seavey's Goodrich' History of U. S., 
Bartley's School Records 
and Report ·Cards, 
The Song Sheaf, (School music book,) 
Happy Hours, """ 
Etc.. Etc., Etc. 
For Descrlptlvo Lilts aDd Terms addr ... the publlshe .. 
or their ",eDts, R . W. PUTNAl!. yp.llaDh, Mich. 
[tf] J. M. TAGGART, Palmyra, Neb. 
You can havt .Etautiful Music in your School 
By adopting 
Woodland · Echoes! . 
By s. w. STRAUB. 
Just Published I Pure and noble .entiment. Easy and 
charming tunes. Pieces for all occasions and grades of School, 
Choruses, Sextets, Quartettes, Trios, Duets, and Solos. 
Complete and Attractive Elementary Department, 
Printed from 'large type on superior paper. 160 pages. Price 
SO cents; 'S.oo per dozen. 
These Ixcellent /eaturu lead us to believe confidently that 
WOODLAND ECHOES 
is much superior to other day-school bOOks, and 
Will be adopted by all who will give H a careful examination. 
Sample copy sent postpaid for SO cts. Specimen pages free. 
JANSEN, McCLURG & CO., 'publishers, .. 
Chicae:o, w . 
III/: to $20 per day at home. Samples worth _.~ free 
'II" AcIdreOs StiDIOD Be Co., PortlaDd, Me.[eca 
-NEW BOOKS. 
S/nglt Samplt Copy for txaminati(m, with a 
view to first introduction, 
SENT POS'fP'D ON RECEIPT OF THE ANNEXED PRICE. 
Price .. list and Descriptive Circulars on..application. 
Sampl. 
Harvey's Graded-School Speller (Just 
published). With a familiar system 
of Diacritical Marks. I2IUO, 152 pp. 
COho 
Illustrated, $0.15 
Bartholomew's Graded Less' ns jn Lat-
in (Just published). 12mo. 150 pp. 
Bartholomew's Latin Grammar, 
Bartholomew's Cresar, 
·Bullet's First Lessons.in French, 







Duffet's Comolete ·French Methocl, 
(Parts 1. & i1.), . ·95 
Norton's Elements or Chemistry. .90 
Norton'~ Elements of Physics, .65 
Thalheimer's General History, 1.00 
Thalheimer's History of England, .85 
KiddIe's How to Teach, 1.00 
Payne's School Supervision, 1.00 
Ray's New Primary Arithmetic, .13 
Ray's New Intellectual Arithmetic, .21 
Ray's New Practical Arithmetic, .42 
Have you SUtl the ILLI N015 EDITION q/ llu ECL'BCTJC 
GBOGRAPHIBS, with extended Descriptive Geography of 
the State, and/ull.page Coutll)' and Railroad Map.? 
Address the publishers, 
VAN ANTWERP, BRAGG & CO., 
Cincinnati and New York. · tf 
A. S~ B·ARN Es & CO. 
Publishers of the 
INDEPEND ENT READERS·, 
MONTEI"l'H'S GEOGRAHHIES, 
DAVIES & PECK'S ARI"l'HMETICS, 
CLARK'S GRAr.UdARL, 
B ARNES' SCHOOL HISTORIES, . 
STEELE'S SCIENTIFC COURSE, 
&c., &c., &c. 




By the authors ot 
" Graded Lessons t'n English." 
A sample copy sent to Teachers or 3S cents. 
CLARK & MAYNARD, 
DC S Barclay Street, New York. 
J. D. WILLIAMS, Agt., "T. T. BAILEY, Agi. 
46 Madison Str., Chicago. 23 Franklin St., Boston. 
P ROGRESSIOMETRE, a measurer of ImprovemeDt, to enable teachers to award, regularly, School Hon .. 
OI'S for ImprtIfJnflntt. This method, instead of in. 
citing only a few leading pupils, utilizes the "love; of appro. 
bation" of the aven~e scholar. It gives equal chance to 
:~r.~~v~~~b~~~ishl~~:~l:tBibieeJ1o:.~~ii. -lrir:; 
T EACHERS, Att",tUncI School, College, and Lit. Books, Sec,-hand and Shelf-worn-bo~bt./.. sold; ADd 





TOPICAL ANALYSIS of DeScriptive Geography, Qnited 
States History, Practical Arithmetic, and Physioloo:.aDd 
Hygiene. For use in Common Schools, Normal Sclioola. 
and Teachers' Institutes. Revised Edition, pp. 76. By 
George S. Wedpood, Superintendent of Schools at A'f.. 
lantic, Iowa. Price 30 cents. Chicag9: Vaile ·at WincJiell . 
The Second Edition ot this popular work IS now ready Cor 
delivez. It has been entlrer re-written, and enlarged blt ~~h~d ~~~~nc~~:ennie~~l~~id ~se~~l b~~Le~~~~~~~~i:r~~sti~ 
tute normal school, and grammar school Instructors. The 
subj~cts are systematically outlined so that it.is immaterial 
whether a class is supplied ·with uniform text-books or not. 
It is well adapted to any good text-book, and hence l.s of 
great advantage to county institutes and schools where~ a 
diversity ofboolcs prevails. It saves to the teacher the ~t 
labor and time' of copying on the blackboard, or of dicta ... 
!~~e::b~~d~!O~[~:~t7n~rth~c~':tVi~~' d~!!O f~e ili~~:IS::: 
use. They are not in danger of making err~rs i~ ~opyma: 
their ontline or of losing the paper upon which It IS writ. 
en. Send (o~ a copy and convmce yourself of its sUfP,a5sina: 
utility. 
TESTIMONIALS. 
The following are a few of the opinions expressed COD-
cerning the first edition : 
Prom Miss AiJbi~ Gifford, Marsha./ltow"" fa. . 
I find it well adapted to the purposes for which you design 
It, and can most heartily recommend it to teachers and stu-
dents. 
From Bon. Alonzo AiJer1telhy. 
For the use of students somewhat advanced, and particu. 
larly for reviews, I consider it a work of practical value. 
From Sarah E . Mcl1'loslt , Yoliet, 1/1. 
I am mucn pleased with the l?a~ls I have ~xamin~d. • • 
• I particularly like your diVISion of our htstory lfi~o/"~r 
periods. It is the most easy and the only ftatural diVISion. 
The arrangement of Geography is most excellent. In Physi-
ology and Hygiene the best topical arrangement I h~ve ever 
seen. 
From ·Supt. Aaron Cove. Denver, Col. 
Your Topical Analysis is good. I like it. 
From D. G. Perkins, Des Moines, la. 
I have given the work especial attention. I believe it pos .. 
sesses real merit, as the subjects arc arranged not only tll';i-cal~ but systematically and it can not fail materially to 
benefit any teacher, but 'especially those who have had but 
a limited experience in teaching. 
R etail ,uice. 30 cents. D.lscount t? the tra~e .. Copies 
for exaullnation sent postpaid on receipt of retai l price. No 
attention paid to orders unaccompanied by the cash. 
Address the publishers, 
V AILE & WINCHELL, 
_ Chtcago, Ill. 
S. S. HAMILL, 
Author of the 
SCIENCE OF ELOCUTION, 
WILL LOCATE IN CHICAGO SEPT. I, 
To devot; himseli exclusively to 
INSTRUCTION IN ELOCUTION 
AND DRAMATIC READING. np 
Square and Cube Root. 
As Simple as Simple Addition, 
ON AN ENTIRELY NEW PLAN. 
Recommended b7t the prinCipals of over two hundred 
hi~~:~=~~t: ~~~biDg the method to 
H. H. HILL, 
so6 Jdarshfield 'AveDue, 
tf CHICAGO, ILL. 
_
BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY. , 
Eatablished in 183? 
. Superior Bell. of Copper ancl 71n, mOQD~ 
with the beat Rot4r)' Ha,.gillg', for CAur~, 
, Sc1IooU, Farm •• Facforiu. eourMlo", .. , Pi,.. 
. "'annl. Tower Cloeb, .te. F'ullyJYan-cmlN. 
. lIIu.t.rated Catalogue ua' Free. 
V umuzu k TIFT. 10"1 ~. ~ St .• Cioclaaali. 
H C. KOCH &- CO., • ARCHITECTS AND SUPERIN'I'ENDENTS. 
School ArchitectUco~~~W~~~in St., and Broadway, 
Pfister's Block. It MILWAUKEE, WIS. 
